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INSIDE:

Ethics Board declines to
ban tickets for lawmakers

The spin doctor

Attorney General
Chris Gorman says
he will again ask
General
the
Assembly to require
registration of sex
offenders. Page 2A

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The board
created to give them ethical guidance has decided state legislators
shouldn't have to part with a cherished perk — free tickets to university ball games.
The General Assembly's Board
of Ethics deadlocked 4-4 Tuesday
on whether to lump the tickets with
forbidden freebies.
The tie vote defeated a motion
for a free-ticket ban. A board member who missed the meeting said
later he would have voted for it.
Kentucky law bars legislators
from taking anything worth more
than $200 in a three-year period
from anyone "known to have legislative interests" and desiring to
"influence (a legislator) in the performance of his official duties."
Three of the board's legislatormembers — Sen. Walter Baker, RGlasgow; Rep. Raymond Over-

SPORTS:
After fighting an
aching back for two
seasons, Larry Bird
reached a decision
to retire from the
NBA Tuesday,
ending a 13-year
stint with the Celtics. Page 28
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Murray Ledger & Tense Staff Writer

HICKMAN — Fifty-four Hickman residents are due to appear
in small claims court Friday for
cases filed in connection with
their alleged refusal to pay a S5
ambulance fee. Page 3A

SPORTS

FRANKFORT — Syndicated
columnist Todd Duvall says he's
having a hard time generating
much sympathy for Larry Hopkins. Page 4A

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The U.S.
trade deficit shrank 7.7 percent
to $6.59 billion in June as sales
of American goods and services
set a new record. Page 2A
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Tonight! Partly cloudy. Low 60
,to 65. Light northeast wind.
Thursday: Partly sunny. High 80
to 85.
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By CANDY MATHERS

STATE

PERSPECTIVE

street, R-Liberty, and Rep. Paul
Clark, D-Louisville — voted
against extending the ban to university tickets. They were joined
by Edward F. Johnson, an Owensboro banker.
The board chairman, Democratic
Sen. David Karem of Louisville,
voted for the ban. So did Bardstown broadcast executive Tom
Isaac, University of Kentucky law
professor Robert Lawson and Douglas Walker, a farmer from Gracey
in Christian County.
Albert Dix, publisher of The
State Journal in Frankfort, was
absent. "I would have voted that
they shouldn't take 'em," Dix said.
Baker and Overstreet said the
statute was intended to apply to
gifts from private businesses, not
state agencies like the universities.
Lawson said the law made no
exception for public agencies, and

Developers not forced
to pay for street lights

UNITED NATIONS — U.S.-led
allies have drawn up an ultimatum for Saddam Hussein,
threatening to shoot down Iraqi
warplanes and helicopter gunships unless attacks on Shiite
Muslim rebels are halted. Page
3.4

PINEHURST, N.C. — Murray
High's Adam Grogan shot fourover-par in the final round of
the 24th Annual Insurance Golf
Classic to finish tied for 14th.
Page 28
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Washington, D.C. 'spin doctors' try to make positive results out of negative statistics, but Murray's Bud
Sutton was just trying to get the kinks out of an industrial-size washing machine early Tuesday evening.

Developers of subdivisions will
not be required to pay for street
lights — not yet, anyway.
The Murray Planning Commission approved changes to the subdivision regulations Tuesday evening after weeks of bickering over
the proposed changes that would
have required developers to pay for
the initial installation of street
lights in subdivisions.
Currently, the city of Murray
picks up the tab for street light
installation and maintenance, which
costs approximately $400 for a new
street light.

'Kentucky Day'features three speakers
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

HOUSTON — There was state
Rep. Ken Harper talking about
cooperation between legislatures
and executives. Then Huda Jones
spoke about women Republicans
running for office.
Finally, David Williams spat out
the name of his November opponent, Democratic Sen. Wendell
Ford.

Harper, who is president-of the
National Republican Legislators'
Association, took some political
license in describing the benefits of
cooperative legislatures.
He related how, a few years ago,
there was a stalemate in Kentucky,
"when the legislature tried to run
the state.
"Then, the atmosphere
changed," Harper continued. "The
legislature began working with the
executive branch and the result was

Tuesday wasn't really Kentucky
Day at the Republican National
Convention, it just seemed that
way.
The three Kentuckians spoke on
generally different topics during
the morning session of the convention. But they all contained one of
the themes that has run through this
convention — political change is
needed in Washington. But it
should occur in Congress, not the
White House.

dramatic reform."
Harper, of Crestview Hills, said
later he was speaking of when the
General Assembly was in turmoil
fighting with former Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson. Despite what Harper
said in the speech, that fight didn't
end until Wilkinson left office.
And the legislature passed education reform in 1990 with little
Republican support — and none
(Cont'd on page 3)

'Family Night' to showcase Barbara, Marilyn
By JOHN KING
Associated Press Political Writer

HOUSTON — Republicans
nominate President Bush for a second term tonight, sending him and
Dan Quayle on the comeback trail
with a toast to family values and a

Bush was working on his speech
Marilyn Quayle.
Clouding the festivities was Bill for Thursday's finale of the RepuClinton's double-digit lead in the blican National Convention, with
polls, but Republicans from Bush intra-party feuds still brewing over
on down promised on Tuesday to how far to go in making new ecofight back with fervor. "He's fired nomic proposals. The new chief of
up," Jeb Bush said of his father.
(Cont'd on page 3)
"He eats nails for breakfast."

prime-time convention boost from
the president's No. 1 fan — his
wife, Barbara.
In the best of GOP traditions —
and campaign strategies — Republicans turned the night of Bush's
renomination into a family affair,
with speeches by Mrs. Bush and

"In the study we saw, over 50
percent of the cities require developers to share in the cost of street
lights; it's something we may look
at in the future, but not for now,"
said Don Elias, city planner.
In other business the
commission:
.Welcomed new board member
Einar Jenstrom, who replaced
Robert Williams;
*Approved a preliminary plat for
David King, who is developing a
subdivision off Woodgate Drive,
provided that he move a cul-de-sac.
*Advised Ron McNutt, who sought
a variance to set back the property
(Cont'd on page 3)

Small quake
recorded west
of Paducah
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Instruments at SL Louis University recorded a small earthquake
centered west of Paducah.
A scientist said the temblOr,
which occurred about 5 p.m.
CDT Tuesday, registered about
3.0 on the Richter scale.
A preliminary investigation
showed only that the earthquake
was centered "somewhere west
of Paducah," said Brian Mitchell, chairman of the Department
of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences at SL Louis University.
-It was on or near the New
Madrid fault," Mitchell said.
Dispatchers at the Ballard and
McCracken County sheriff's
departments said no residents
had called to report feeling the
quake.

Man on the street
Gov. Jones
released; bed Do you think Bush's approval rating will go up after the convention?
rest ordered
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Gov.
Brereton Jones will need at least a
week of bedrcst but could be back
to work in two weeks, his doctors
said after allowing him to leave a
Lexington hospital for his Woodford County farm.
Jones was released from Central Baptist Hospital on Tuesday after
four days of treatment for a kidney
ailment and back pain stemming
from an Aug. 7 helicopter crash.
The governor was one of six
people injured in the crash of the
state's Sikorsky helicopter, and initially spent two nights in a Frankfort hospital.
He checked himself into Central
Baptist on Friday. Tests found that SUSAN WHITE
he had reduced kidney function as
a result of trauma from the crash in Yes, the convention always
offers
Shelby County.
their candidates an opportunity to
shine.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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I think it will probably go up a
little bit but not enough to make a
difference.

Not enough to count.
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KELLY BREAZEALE
Yes, I think his approval rating will
go up because of the excitement of
the convention and because it's in
Texas.
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Trade deficit shrank in June; more US goods sold overseas
Exports have provided what liule strength the economy has enjoyed for
the last three years. Analysts said the recession would have been twice as
severe if growth in overseas sales had not picked up part of the slump in
domestic demand.
But many analysts do not expect exports to remain as strong because of
growing weakness in overseas markets, panicularly in Japan and Europe.
Still, trade with Third World nations has picked up some of the slack
recently.
So far this year, the trade deficit is running at an annual rate of $70.94
billion. Last year's gap totaled $65.4 billion.
The increase in exports was paced by a $1.1 billion increase in aircraft
sales, to $2.57 billion. Agricultural sales were up $166 million, to $3.12
billion.

WASHINGTON (AP)- The U.S. trade deficit shrank 7.7 percent to
$6.59 billion in June as sales of American goods overseas set a new
record, the government said today.
The Commerce Department said exports, which had declined for three
straight months, rose 7.2 percent to $38.28 billion. The previous record
was $37.65 billion last February.
Imports also set a new record, up 4.7 percent to $44.88 billion, despite
the effects of the weak economy on domestic demand. The previous high
was $43.47 billion in April.
The deficit is the difference between imports and exports.
The improvement in sales of U.S. goods abroad was good news for
President Bush, who was in Houston to be renominated by the Republicans. His administration is counting on exports to help spur the economy.

Gov. Jones released.

Local News Roundup

••

(Coned from page 1)
The governor did very well
during the past 24 hours. He's been
eating and drinking very well and
holding everything down," Dr.
Tom Ferguson. a Lexington urologist who has been treating Jones.
said Tuesday. "He was able to
keep his weight stable from yesterday to today."
Jones was quietly moved out of
the hospital because doctors said
they wanted to avoid the excitement of media attention.

full recovery.
First Lady Libby Jones distributed flowers from her husband's
room to other patients before he
departed, officials said. The governor's press secretary, Frank Ashley, said Jones will remain at home
during the coming week but will be
available if emergencies arise.
Meanwhile, Ashley said there is
no reason to consider whether
Jones should relinquish his powers
to Lt. Gov. Paul Patton because the
situation does not meet a state con-

Ferguson said Jones' weight had
slipped two pounds during the first
24 hours after he was taken off
intravenous feedings on Sunday.
But the governor's function
remained stable on Tuesday and
"that's the reason we let him go
home." Ferguson said.
Doctors reported that Jones was
still taking Tylenol for back pain
but there was no damage to the
governor's spine. Ferguson has
estimated it may take as long as six
weeks for the governor to make a

(Coned from page 1)
universities, whose budgets are
appropriated by the General
Assembly, should be covered.
Baker raised the ticket issue in
March after Turfway Park, a thoroughbred track in Boone County,
offered him two passes worth $115
each to its premier race, the Jim
'Beam Stakes.
Soon after, a federal investigation of corruption in the General
Assembly came to light. Indictments followed of five past or present legislators and a top lobbyist,
all of whom pleaded guilty to
bribery-related charges.
"Now the pressure is on the
General Assembly to prove it is
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stitutional requirement that the
governor be "unable to discharge
the duties of his office."
Although Jones' visits have been
sharply restricted, Ashley said top
aides have been able to see the
governor if there is a pressing
need.
"He's in full command," Ashley said.
Ferguson said he wants Jones to
stay in bed at least a week. After
that. Jones' schedule will depend
on how quickly he recovers.

STOLEN CAR INVOLVED IN MURRAY WRECK
The Calloway County Sheriff's Department arrested a Colorado woman at
1:18 p.m. Tuesday involved in a two-car accident. According to reports, Jennifer R. Warren, 19, 1304 Doric, Layfayette, Colo., was headed south in a
1992 Toyota Paseo on U.S. 641 when she changed lanes and cut across in
front of a 1989 Dodge Dakota driven by R.E. Pritchett, 71, Box 2, Dexter.
The truck struck the driver's side door of the car causing Warren to be
pinned in the car before she was freed by the Murray Fire Department's
Jaws of Life. Both Warren and Pritchett, as well as her husband Harvey, 71,
were treated and released at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Deputy
Stan Scott, who worked the accident, phoned the Colorado dealership on
the car after becoming suspicious about the ownership. Scott said he was
informed by a sales manager that the car had been fraudulently obtained.
Warren was arrested and charged with receiving stolen property. She was
later lodged in the Calloway County Jail. Scott said further warrants are
expected. Warren was also cited for no driver's license and no insurance.

Ethics Board declines...

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

I)ailNllonda

America's foreign oil bill jumped by 12.6 percent to $4.62 billion as
the number of barrels per day rose to 6.4 million, up from 6.1 million in
May. The price per barrel climbed to $18.25, up from $16.72 a month
earlier.
As usual, the deficit with Japan was the largest for any country, an
imbalance of $3.39 billion that accounted for 51 percent of the total gap.
Still, it was down from $3.5 billion in May.
Other deficits included $1.47 billion with China, $803 million with Taiwan, $440 million with Canada and $107 million with Brazil.
America also ran an unusual deficit with the 12-nation European Community. It totaled $90 million in June.
It ran a surplus of $334 million with Mexico, one of its partners in the
just-concluded North American Free Trade Agreement.

purer than pure," Baker said. But a
ticket ban is unnecessary, Baker
said, and Overstreet agreed.
"I don't believe any of (those
indicted) pled guilty to voting for
the University of Kentucky budget
because they received two free
tickets," Overstreet said. "I think
we are overreaching and we are
overreacting."
All eight state universities make
game tickets available to legislators. The biggest prizes are two
season tickets the University of
Kentucky gives each legislator for
basketball and football. Face values
of tickets this year would be $450
for 15 basketball games and 5238
for six football games.

The university said all 138 Kentucky House and Senate members
took the tickets last year, but one
- Rep. Joe Clarke of Danville paid for his.
Dix said he believed legislators
should be allowed to buy the tickets, although UK basketball tickets
are in such demand that their mere
availability is worth something.
In a second case, the board
decided that a rule forbidding legislators to take campaign money
from lobbyists does not necessarily
apply when the General Assembly
is not in session.
It dismissed a complaint against
state Rep. Larry Clark, DLouisville, for taking $500 at a

fund raiser from Norbert Blume, a
former House speaker who lobbies
for the Kentucky Medical
Association.
Kentucky law requires anyone
lobbying the General Assembly to
register with the attorney general's
office. But when a legislative session ends, "that list of registered
lobbyists evaporates," Karem said.
Larry Clark's fund raiser - a
golf tournament and dinner - was
in 1989, between sessions.
Karem later conceded the public
fould view such a distinction as
hair splitting. But the law was
intended to prevent fund raising
from lobbyists during a legislative
session, Karem said.

Gorman to seek registration of sex offenders

Subscribe!

By CHARLES WOLFE
Asseelated Phase Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Auomey
General Chris Gorman says he will
again ask the General Assembly to
require registration of sex
offenders.
"The jury is out, so to speak, on
whether sex offender treatment
programs are effective," Gorman
said in a news conference Tuesday.
He personally is skeptical, Gorman said, and "that's why we need
a registry."
If treatment programs don't
work, he said, "our backup system
is that they know that we know
where they are."
Gorman tried unsuccessfully to
get legislation for a registry passed
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this year. He wanted a tracking and
record-keeping system that would
provide an alert when a convicted
sex offender tried to get a job or
position involving children.
A task force he appointed this
year to study child sexual abuse
has found the crime cuts across
age, race, social and economic
lines, Gorman said.
"The only common denominator
is the offenders are almost always
in a position of ... trust and authority," he said.
Gorman said the task force also
is likely to ask the General
Assembly for:
*Stricter sentencing, including
some guarantee that an offender
won't be paroled before completing
treatment.

IMP

Experts generally agree that
treatment takes at least three years,
Gorman said.
*Authorization of testimony in
court on child sexual abuse accommodation syndrome - the tendency of young victims to suffer in
silence. The Kentucky Supreme
Court has so far refused to permit
it.
*Training on child sexual abuse for
judges, prosecutors, law enforcement officers, law students and
medical students, among others.
*The use of closed-circuit testimony of child witnesses at trial.
*Victim advocates in each county
and regional child advocacy
centers.
*A system for documenting all
abuse reports.
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Kentucky delegates split about
whether spouses are real issues

News of the World
BUSH VOWS TO 'REVITALIZE' HIS CABINET

HOUSTON — President Bush has sparked a wave of speculation at the
Republican National Convention with his prediction that "you'll see plenty of
new faces" in his Cabinet if he wins a second term. "After four years you
need a new sense of revitalizing the bureaucracy," Bush said Tuesday.
"Four years is heavy duty in a Cabinet officer's role." Asked directly whether
there would be a new Cabinet. Bush said, "Yes. I wouldn't say every single
person but ..." He would not be pinned down any further. Speculation seized
immediately on the three men he's put in charge of the economy — Treasury Secretary James Brady, Michael Boskin, chairman of the Council of
Economic Advisers, and budget director Richard Darman.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

HOUSTON — When Rebecca
Jackson ran for Jefferson County
clerk, her husband was practically
barred by law from becoming an
issue in her campaign.
An employee at the Naval Ordnance depot, Ralph Jackson is
restricted in his political involvement. And Rebecca Jackson is
uncomfortable with the notion of
newsworthy political spouses.
But she also knows they are a
fact of political life.
"I would like to think they're
not, but I believe in reality they do
matter to the voters," Mrs. Jackson
said.
Kentucky delegates to the Republican National Convention are
equally uncomfortable with the

AN ULTIMATUM FOR SADDAM

UNITED NATIONS — U.S.-led allies have drawn up an ultimatum for Sad dam Hussein, threatening to shoot down Iraqi warplanes and helicopter gunships unless air attacks on Shiite Muslim rebels in the country's south are
halted. The warning by Britain, France and the United States, described by
diplomatic sources on Tuesday, comes as tensions rise over difficulties Iraq
has given U.N. weapons inspectors and reports of a stepped-up Iraqi campaign against the Shiite rebels. A series of attacks on Westerners working in
the safe haven established for ethnic Kurds in northern Iraq, including the
wounding of a U.N. worker this week, has also angered the allies. Citing
reports of napalm attacks, Prime Minister John Major of Britain on Tuesday
accused Saddam of "systematic murder" and "genocide" in his campaign
against lightly armed Shiite rebels in the marshes of southern Iraq.

NEW DETAILS OF SERBIAN ATROCITIES

WASHINGTON — Eyewitness accounts of atrocities during the purge of
Muslims from Bosnia-Herzegovina are providing gruesome new details of
the terror campaign still raging, according to the first public U.S. report on
the horrors. The document, written by two Senate Foreign Relations Committee investigators who spent a week this month in the former Yugoslavia,
concludes that Bosnian Serbs have largely accomplished their goal of
"ethnic cleansing" in a large territory adjacent to Serbia. The report estimates that 35,000 people have died in the violence in Bosnia, most of them
— upwards of 20,000 — in the forced evacuations of Muslim villages. Most
international attention has focused on smaller numbers killed in artillery
shelling of cities or in detention camps. One 44-year-old mother from the
town of Kozarac told the investigators of taking food to her parents in a
nearby village, only to find a young Serb neighbor outside their house.
WASHINGTON — The Bush administration wants the new emergency food
being airlifted to Somalia sold through merchants rather than given directly
to the poor as a way to combat chronic thefts thwarting relief efforts. With an
estimated 1.5 million Somalis threatened with starvation in the coming
weeks, the Pentagon has dispatched four C-141s to Kenya for the airlift and
eight C-130s are due there before Friday. The airlift is scheduled to start
Thursday but the precise destinations in Somalia have not been picked yet.
About 13,000 tons of food from U.S. stocks will be delivered this month and
an additional 8,500 tons are due to arrive in the first week of September.
The first planeload is to leave for Wafir in northeastern Kenya on Thursday.
From there, some of the emergency rations will be trucked to the nearly
400,000 people living in camps run by the U.N. High Commissioner for
Refugees along Kenya's border.

(Cont'd from page 1)
from Harper, who voted against it.
"I'm not saying that we always
agree, but I'm saying that ideas
ought to see the light of day," Harper said.
He acknowledged, though, that
Republicans squealed when House
Speaker Don Blandford refused to
allow them to debate the education
bill.
Harper said he had only three
minutes to speak and wanted to
make his point.
Jones, the president of the

ALLEN, FARROW SWAP ALLEGATIONS

LOS ANGELES— Woody Allen had warned Mia Farrow that by the time his
custody battle for their three children reached court, "there would be nothing
of her left standing," a confidante of the actress says. The normally pressshy Allen, meanwhile, went public Tuesday to deny allegations that he molested two of their children. He charged that the allegations were being used
as a weapon against him in the custody dispute. The filmmaker also
accused Farrow's lawyers of trying to extort $7 million from him in return for
dropping the allegations, which are under investigation by Connecticut State
Police. Allen, 56, filed for custody last week of the couple's adopted daughter, age 7, their adopted son, 14, and their 4V2 -year-old biological son. Allen
and Farrow — his leading lady in many of his movies — had been a couple
for at least 12 years, but never wed and lived apart.

ALLERGIES BEING CALLED ON THE CARPET
couple

MONTPELIER, Vt. — Janice Blaisdell said she started getting sick a
months after new carpet was installed in the medical office where she
works. Now the 43-year-old medical secretary gets shots twice a day and
experiences extreme nausea and headaches at the slightest whiff of cologne. Others around the country have told similar stories, blaming carpet for
such symptoms as nausea and burning eyes. Such complaints have led to
calls for the government to pay more attention to the possible dangers of
carpeting. The Environmental Protection Agency does not believe the problem calls for major action, said Dave Ryan of the EPA's indoor air unit. "We
believe carpet is a source of indoor air pollution, but not a major source," he
said.

WOBBLY WANG FILES FOR CHAPTER 11

BOSTON — In the early 1980s, the phenomenal growth of Wang Laboratories Inc. was emblematic of the flourishing New England economy. A pioneer in office-automation equipment. Wang created jobs, revived a former
textile mill city and lent credence to boasts of a "Massachusetts Miracle."
But now Wang and the economy it once nourished are groping for solid
ground. The computer maker on Tuesday filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
protection.

THEY STILL LOVE LARRY IN FRENCH LICK

FRENCH LICK, Ind. — While most basketball fans remember Larry Bird for
his amazing exploits with the Boston Celtics, people in this town are just as
likely to recall the year he led Springs Valley High to the regional finals.
"They had a kid all over Larry's back the whole game and they never called
it, but he still outscored everbody," said Hubert "Hobby" Hobson, one of
Bird's teachers. "That's the way he was. He always outworked everybody."
The big blond-haired country boy from French Lick was remembered fondly
in his hometown on Tuesday as he announced that he was retiring at age
35 after 13 seasons with the Celtics because of persistent back pain. "We
all took pride in him," said Lana Purlee, a cashier at the Villager Restaurant,
who lives next door to Bird's mother, Georgia. -People would come in here
from all over and want to know if you know him, and they're happy sometimes just to touch you."

(Cont'd from page I)
line in Spring Creek Oaks subdivision, to consult with property owners for approval.
•Approved a preliminary plat
requested by Dan and Dana Roberson for Edgcwood Villa subdivision Unit 1, located on South 12th
Street, contingent upon receipt of
an agreement and casements from a
neighboring developer.
•Granted approval for a preliminary plat for Campbell Estates for
developing the third phase of the
project.

EARN
6.50%
TAX-ID I [IMF I) ANNUIrry
RATE CUARAN I EED FOR
ONE YEAR. Early surrender
charges apply.
1$5,000 minimum)

FARM
BUREAU

National Federal of Republican
Women, made her point with Susan
Stokes, the GOP nominee for Congress in the 3rd District in Jefferson County.
"Many of you have probably
heard that 1992 will be known as
the year of the woman," said
Jones, a Beattyville native and
unsuccessful candidate for secretary of state in 1975. "Well, I'd
like to amend that statement today
and say that 1992 will be the year
of the Republican woman."

Williams stumbled through parts
of his speech and ad-libbed through
some of his prepared text. The
Burkesville state senator said Ford
and others in Congress were purposely obstructing economic
recovery.
One of his unprepared lines combined two thoughts with a confusing resuli
"In Kentucky, we have our eye
to make one change. His name is
the liberal senator from Kentucky,
Wendell Ford," Williams said.

'Family Night'

•
•
•

(Cont'd from page I)
the Bush White House and campaign, James A. Baker III, was
arriving today to referee.
The president wasn't saying
much — except to promise some
new faces in his Cabinet if reelected. "What I think you'll see,
as in any second term, are a lot of
changes," Bush said in a PBS
interview.

11111111111111
MIN MUM OR MEI

HICKMAN, Ky. (AP) — Fiftyfour Hickman residents are due to
appear in small claims court Friday
for cases the city filed in connection with their alleged refusal to
pay a $5 ambulance fee.
Two months ago, Fulton Circuit
Judge Will Shadoan ruled it illegal
for the city to disconnect a customer's water service for failure to pay
the Hickman Ambulance Service
fee. The fee, attached to the water
bill, generates about $7,700 a
month.
Since the city lost the suit, a
small percentage of the city's water
customers have refused to pay the
fee on the June and July billing
statements.
"It (the $5 fee) was kept on the
water bill because the judge ruled
we could not turn water off for
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nonpayment" of the ambulance
fee, said City Manager Bob Brady.
"They are still liable for that."
The Hickman City Commission
recently voted to pursue fee collection in Fulton County small claims
court. "That is the only remedy we
have at our disposal," Brady said.
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Use Time To
Help Cover
College Costs.
Smart parents know the best way to pay for a college
education is to start saving for it as far ahead of time as
possible. We can show you all kinds of ways to put time
on your side, from mutual funds to zero coupon bonds
to stock investments.
If you would like more information on investing for a
college education, call Tom or Betty today and we'll
send you our free booklet "Covering the Cost of College".

YOUR CHOICE

Our burgers are one third pound handmade
patties of choice ground beef charbroiled to
perfection. Our baskets include your choice
of French fries or cooked -to-order
crinkle-cut chips and a dill pickle spear.

$3.99

ALL AMERICAN BURGER
Topped with American cheese, shredded lettuce, sliced tomato, and mayonnaise.

BACON BURGER
Crisp bacon strips, shredded lettuce, sliced tomato, and mayonnaise.

OLD FASHIONED BURGER

mustard.
Topped with American cheese, shredded lettuce, sliced tomato. sliced onion, and

PATTY MELT
Grilled onions and Swiss cheese on grilled whole wheat bread.

Court Square
414 Main St.
Murray, KY

I.R.A. ($50 minimum)
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HOUSTON (AP) — Something about 80-year-olds stirs
the hearts of Kentucky
Republicans.
Just as delegates to the Republican National Convention
settled in for their morning caucus Tuesday, still murmuring
about former President Reagan's
speech the previous evening,
89-year-old Strom Thurmond
came in and awakened the
sleepy delegates.
The South Carolina senator
invoked states' rights, his own
1948 presidential campaign and
a host of southern analogies to
stir them to four standing
ovations.
Only statistic-filled summaries by two other speakers kept
the Kentucky group from storming out the door to grab the
nearest liberal by the throat.
"I'm very honored to be here,
after all I still consider Kentucky a southern state," Thurmond
opened to applause.
Thurmond, one of the
Senate's most conservative
members for all of his 38 years
there, questioned commitment
of Democratic nominee Bill
Clinton to the good of the nation:
as the Kentuckians hooted inagreement.
Thurmond related President
Bush's long experience, incluerr,
ing his time as a fighter pilot id World War II.
"Let's elect a patriot as president of this country," Thu.
mond thundered, prompting a
standing chant of "Four More
Years."

Housing Secretary Jack Kemp, "was never an issue" for Bush. In
who roused the convention with his an interview taped Tuesday night
speech Tuesday night, is among and shown today on NBC-TV, he
those reported as possibly on the said polling that shows more supway out. But he said today on port for Democrat Al Gore than for
ABC-TV he'd like to be back. "I'd himself "raises the stakes higher
love to stay — if he wants me to," for the debate or debates that we're
said Kemp, who is considered a going to have."
Mrs. Bush was headlining
likely 1996 presidential candidate.
Quayle said anew that his today's convention focus on family
remaining on the presidential ticket values.

Hickman residents are due in court
over non-payment of ambulance fee

Another Hilliard Lyons C

Same Rate Available On

••

Sen. Thurmond
stirs sedate
caucus meeting

We are proud to use._./27
recycled newsprint.Yj

INSURANCE

753-4703

"I think we should just ignore
that," Cole said. "They're not
going to be president of the United
States."
The candidates apparently
disagree.

`Kentucky D

SENDING FOOD TO SOMALIA

'Developers...

Mrs. Clinton and Mrs. Bush are
regular campaigners. Hillary Clinton has already visited Kentucky
twice this year.
And Barbara Bush is to deliver a
speech to the convention.
Most Kentucky delegates believe
Mrs. Bush should keep her remarks
nice and safe.
"Support her husband, support
the platform. Support (Dan) Quayle." Johnson said.
"I'd like to hear her talk about
their family and their family values
and their emphasis on family values as first family. They're a role
model," said Lillian Hart, retired
state director of the Agriculture
Soil Conservation Service.
"I think she should accentuate
the positive of the last four years,''
said delegate Walter "Dusty"
Rhodes of Campbellsville.

question of whether the spouses of
presidential candidates are fair
game, or should be seen and not
heard.
John Johnson said Barbara Bush
and Hillary Clinton should be held
politically accountable for their
views and actions, but doubted it
would make any difference.
"I don't believe they'll have as
much impact as most people think
they will," Johnson said.
Carolyn Cole of Louisville
believes the wives of George Bush
and Bill Clinton are off-limits, or
just not particularly noteworthy.
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Bush models campaign after 1988

General Manager

Rich Bond said of the opening
session.
In his speech, Gramm said
Democrats were intent on tearing
down the nation's defenses, and
that the Berlin Wall would still be
standing if Democrats had been in
office. Gramm called Clinton's
economic program "a lemon for
the nation" and likened the Democratic nominee to "a used car

By TERENCE HUNT

Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBUSHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

Letters to the Editor
The council ... can find a better solution'
Dear Editor:
1 have been to the Park Board office twice to see the proposed plans for
"park development." Those for the new park seem excellent, but I
couldn't believe the inclusion of city buildings in the old park, when at
the public meeting so many had expressly said they didn't want them
there. Would the City Council really consider damaging both the park and
the downtown in this way?
A park cannot be a park with a "Civic Complex" taking up a large
amount of its space. Also. if the city grows, we will need every square
foot of park we can keep. And if you allow this incuSion into the park,
sou probably should forget about the nice children's playground. Who
wouid want to bring children to play there next to the fire station?
Many of us do not see moving the seat of city government from downtown as a wise decision for the long term.,Rather than destroying it. we
snould capitalize on the unique charm of the square, which should outlast
the shopping centers. Surely the council, which is charged with thinking
ahead for the city, can find a better solution to the problems at hand than
the one envisioned in this plan.
Emily Wolfson
310 N. 14th Si, Murray
Boys and

Girls Ranch expresses thanks

Dear Editor:
The Kentucky Sheriff's Boys and Girls Ranch has just completed
another successful summer of operation for Kentucky's less fortunate
Thanks to the Calloway County Sheriff. J.D. Williams. his department
the members in the county for making it possible for 16 boys and
.
"girls to attend the ranch.
In %ICA of the many responsibilities our county sheriffs have, it is not
easy coordinating this adventure for the children. The shenff's office is
responsible for selecting the children and providing transportation to and
:rom the camp. In addition, we call upon them for many other services
during the summer and they have always been ready and willing to .assist
L.. Their commitment to the success of the program does not end with the
last week of camp. They continue throughout the year with fund raisers to
help- with the operational expenses of the Ranch.
We are very appreciative of all their help and hope that you arc aware
of the services they provide for the children in their countv. If you sec
sour county sheriff, please take the time to thank him for malting it possii'3.1e for many children to attend summer camp that is free of charge.
Ray H. Stoess, executive director
Kentucky Sheriff's Boys and Girls Ranch

Associated Press /lows Anal y sos

- --HOUSTON — Republicans arc
launching George Bush's political
comeback with hardball attacks
that define Bill Clinton as a potsmoking, gay-rights supporter, an
untrustworthy governor with a radical wife. He'll sock you with higher taxes and then gut the Pentagon.
And more. Slick Willie, the lib- salesman."
Commerce Secretary Barbara
eral disguised as a moderate. The
skirt-chaser. The draft dodger.
Franklin derided Clinton as "a
Those were the buzzwords and
smooth-talkin', slick-lookin' dandy
they' set an harshly combative tone
with no experience."
for Bush's campaign as the RepuThe Democrats are quick to
blican National Convention got respond this week, ever mindful of
underway.
1988 when Dukakis took the Republican punches and disappeared in
It's a far cry from the question
- posed by Ronald Reagan when he the polls.
"They can't run on their ecosought a second term. His was a
nomic record. They can't run on
prod battle cry: "Arc you better
0:: now than you were four years the fact that George Bush broke his
ago' With unemployment at 7.7 pledge on taxes. They' can't run on
per,,:n: and one in 10 Americans the fact that the economy is dead in
on !ood stamps. that's the last the water," said Clinton communivoters will hear from cations chief George Stephanopoulos. "They have a track record of
110,,:on :his week.
Ser. Phil Gramm and lack Kemp 'negative campaigning and it's all
were the big-name Republicans they know how to do. The Ameriselling negative spin in prime-time can people aren't going to be
television convention addresses fooled this time by a read-my-lips,
Willy Horton campaign."
Tuesday evening, just as Ronald
Tough tactics eliminated Michael
Reagan and Pat Buchanan were the
stars on Monday night.
Dukakis' 17-point convention lead
We talked to tens of millions
and placed him forever on the
of Americans last night in undi- defensive. Dukakis was defined in
luted fashion and, I think, drove a
voters' minds as a card-carrying
message that appeals to the vast
member of- the American Civil
majority of the American people,"
Liberties Union who vetoed a bill
Republican National Chairman to let school kids say the Pledge of

Allegiance.
Republicans cemented the image
of Dukakis as a governor responsible for a prison furlough system
that allowed a convicted murderer
to get a weekend pass and then
rape a Maryland woman. Thc
strategy did not define a vision of a
Bush presidency as much as it convinced Americans that Dukakis was
not the man to sit in the Oval
Office.
Of course Dukakis didn't do
himself much good when he sat in
a military tank and looked like
nobody's vision of a commanderin-chief.
Republicans are convinced the
1988 tactics will be good medicine
again for a president who, one
more time, is trailing behind the
Democratic nominee anywhere
from 17 to 20 points.
Yet, many Republicans emphasize that negative attacks are not
enough. They believe Bush must
spell out a convincing agenda for a
second term and give voters a good
reason to send him back for four
more years.
So far, the president hasn't done
that, and to the dismay of the
White House, most Americans —
today, anyway — believe that Clinton is better equipped than Bush to
bring about the changes that voters
are demanding.
Bush says he can change voters'
minds. But many believe he'll have
to give one of the best speeches of his life to resurrect his candidacy
when he accepts the nomination on

Thursday night.
"For the next 78 days, we're
going to go out there to ask the
American people a simple question: Who do you trust to do what's
right for the United States of
America?" Bush said as he arrived
here.
Republicans hope negative
attacks can change the debate away
from economic woes and other
problems.
Democrats boast about generational change and youthful energy
on the side of their ticket. Republicans scoff that Clinton lacks the
experience for a big job like the
presidency.
"The stakes are high," Reagan
said, trying to plant seeds of doubt.
"The presidency is serious business. We cannot afford to take a
chance."
The Republicans are not satisfied
to blast Clinton and his wife, it's
de rigucur to invoke the Jimmy
Carter presidency, with its memories of soaring inflation and high
interest rates. The Reagan baggage
— saving and loans, a housing
scandal, the Iran Contra trials —
are never mentioned.
Unlike 1988, Democrats are
striking back this year, accusing
Bush of using Nixonian tactics to
"distort and destroy."
• • • •
(Terence Hunt has covered the
presidency since 1981 and is The
Associated Press' chief White
!louse correspondent.)

Thanks for Fair Queen pageant support

•

•nt

Dear Editor:
The Murray Woman's Club would like to express our appreciation to
the Ledger & Times for the generous publicity in support of the Fair
Queen contest which we present for the Murray Jaycees. We were particularly pleased with the front page coverage of the swim party event which
the Theta Dept. arranged, as well as the individual coverage of the comestants. The coverage of the contest itself was excellent.
Our thanks to the judges. Marcia Broadbent, Kathy Luber Stanfa and
Mike Young, to the escorts. Matt Garrison, Chip Greene, Ryan Lee and
Man Price, to Mr. Tuxedo, Quickprint of Murray, Happy Holiday Travel,
Ryan Milk Company. Service Merchandise of Paducah. Harry and Sue
Allison. Jane Marie's Dance Studio, Oneida White, pianist. and master of
ceremonies Chuck Williams.
We are especially grateful for our wonderful sponsors whose support
helps us to maintain the clubhouse as a community meeting place. They
are. Bank of Murray; Belcher Oil-Jr. Food Mart; Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home; Boone's Laundry and Cleaners; Brenda's Beauty Shop; Red
Oaks Bridles & Britches; Buck's Body Shop: Cain's Jeep-Eagle; Carpet &
Vinyl Store; Century 21-Loreua Jobs; J.H. Churchill Funeral Home; Clinic Pharmacy; Dan's Leading Men's Store; Dennison-Hunt Sporting
Goods; D&T Warehouse Foods; English .Farms; Eva's Custom Sewing;
Farm Bureau-Ray Broach and Bob Cornelison: Fitts Block and Ready
Mix; Flicks Video Store; Happy Holiday Travel; Hazel Plumbing Co.;
Haard-Lyons Betty Boston, broker; Holton. Melugin & Haverstock.
Insurance Agency; Hopkinsville Federal Savings Bank; Hutson Co.; Innovative Printing & Graphics; J&S Chevron Co.: Key Kars; Kopperud Realty; Kroger Food Stores; La Diamondnique; LA Optical; Lassiter Plaster
Co.: Martha's Restaurant; McConnell Insurance Agency; Miller Funeral
Home; Mitchell Carpet & Floor Covering; Murray Appliance & TV; Murray BP: Murray Cablevision; Murray Fabrics; Murray Lumber Co.; Murray Plaza Court; Murray Sewing Center; Sequins & Pageant Fabrics; Murray Supply & Rental Sales; Owens' Food Market; Pagliai's Pizza; Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury; Peoples Bank; Piggly Wiggly; Purdom Motors;
Purdom, Thurman & McNuu Insurance; Republic Savings Bank; Roberts
Realty; Ross Insurance Agency; Roy's Pharmacy; Sammons Bakery; Sirloin Stockade: Steele-Allbritten Plumbing & Electric; Storey's Food Giant
Supermarket; 641 Super Shell: Tabers Body Shop; Take Me Back Cafe:
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo; Terry's Decorating Center; The Beauty
Box: The Gallery; The Ledger & Timex The Murray Insurance Agency;
The Shoe Tree; Thornton Tile & Marble; Thurman Furniture Co.; Twin
Lakes Office Products; U-Tote-Em Supermarket; Veterinary Medical Center; Vinson Tractor Co.; Jack Wallis Doors & Stained Glass; Wal-Mart;
Walter's Pharmacy; Ward-Elkins Appliance-TV; Williams Radiator &
Glass; and Wingfoot Golf Shop.
Thank you to those who contributed awards and gifts, as well. They
are: Allison Photography; Arby's-- Restaurant; August Moon Chinese
Restaurant; Big "B" One Hour Cleaners; Bright's; C.J. Pool & Patio; Captain D's: Cherry Branch; Dairy Queen; Dumplins; Fantastic Sam's; Hairmasters; Happiness Place; Heart & Tole; Holland Drug Store; Hong Kong
Restaurant; H.T. Marketing; J&J Hair Designs; Jane's Attic; J.T. Lee
Jewelers; Kentucky Lake Oil Co., Leta's Beauty Salon; Mar-Lane Ceramics; Mary Kay Cosmetics-Susan Cunningham Mayflower Restaurant;
Merle Norman Cosmetics; Movie World; Pizza Hut; Pocket's Convenience Stores; Seafood Ewe*: Seven Seas Restaurant; Shoney's; Snap
Shot Photo; Subway Sandwiches; The Place; The Shoe Shack; Wallis
Drugs; and Wolfe Tanning.
Thanks to Judy's of Murray for flowers; to WSJP for radio publicity;
The Showcase for the Queen's crovm; Faye's Custom Embroidery &
Screen Rioting for the queen's sash; Dee's Bank of Hazel. Murray Jaycees, Peoples Bank, and Bank of Murray for savings bonds; Murray Florist & Gifts, Pier I bnports and Terry's Furniture Mart for stage decorations, and J. Larry Walker Piano & Organ Service for tuning the piano.
We also want to thank the Jaycees for the opportunity to have a part in
their fair festivities!
Finally, a big "thank you" to the parents of the contestants and the
entertainers for the part they had in providing the audience with a spectacular show
Gerry Reed, Woman's Club president
Vine Street. Murray

Little sympathyfor Larry Hopkins
FRANKFORT --- I'm having a
hard time generating much sympathy for Larry Hopkins, Kentucky's Republican congressman from
the Sixth District, who decided not
to run for re-election in November
when he figured out he'd lose.
Oh. I know it must be hard to
give up a job you've had for 14
years — actually even longer,
when you count back the years he
served in the Kentucky House of
Representatives. Does Hopkins
even remember how to read a stock
ticker after all this time?
Admittedly Hopkins has had a
rough time of it the last 18 months
or so that ought to generate a little
compassion as the end nears. In
August, 1990, U.S. Rep. Larry
Hopkins was riding high. He was a
shoo-in for re-election for yet
another two-year term. He travelled
the world as a member of the
House Armed Services Committee,
dropped by the Republican White
House often enough, had a lock on
the congressional seat as long as he
wanted it. Maybe all that was part
of his undoing.
The itch to be governor got to
him. It got him, too.
After that disaster, which revealed for the first time Hopkins'
weaknesses on everything from
state issues to public speaking, he
probably could have won another
term in Congress. It worked for
First District U.S. Rep. Carroll
Hubbard after his painful encounter
with the gubernatorial itch.
Then, all those unfortunate
checks on the House Bank mater-

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
ialized, checks that other members magistrate, the three of them could
have stayed in Washington until
covered for Hopkins (and Hubbard
dropped on the House floor.
Rep.
U.S.
they
District
Seventh
and
Somewhere along the line, they
Chris Perkins), but the public
reacted badly, very badly indeed. lost the instincts that put them in
Perkins and Hopkins had the sense Congress in the first place.
Unlike thousands of other Kento recognize the inevitable; Hubnow out of a job or facing
out
wife)
tuckians
found
bard (husband and
unemployment soon, the three exthe night the ballots were counted
congressmen from Kentucky won't
in the May primary.
have to worry much about meeting
and
Perkins
Hopkins,
Actually,
Hubbard became their own worst the mortgage payment. Retirement
enemies and the voters took notice. benefits for congressmen are even
They exit Kentucky's political more lucrative than benefits that
scene not because of the economy, will be paid to the state representatheir votes in Congress or stronger tives who took bribes, got caught
opponents. With the political com- and resigned their offices before
mon sense of any Kentucky county pleading guilty.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verificatioo is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be
typewritten and double-spaced if possible and should be on topics of
general interest. Letters must not be more than 500 words. The Murray
Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
to lint frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Hopkins especially is in splendid
shape. All those congressional
races over the years with puny
Democratic opponents allowed him
to collect and sit on more than
$680,000 in unspent campaign
money as of the first of this year.
Of that amount, he can walk out of
the U.S. Capitol with $665,000
and, after paying taxes, do anything
he pleases with it.
When Hopkins ran for governor,
he said he wouldn't do that, but
that was then and now is now and,
really, who would walk away from
netting maybe a cool half-million
to ease the way into private life?
Besides, the way Hopkins has
been spending that money lately,
he'll need a good broker to avoid
dipping into capital to pay his bills.
Off to China, he spent more than
$600 for doo-dads to bring home
for friends. He's paying his son-inlaw $1,000 a month to keep the
books and his wife gets $1,500 to
consult on things like Christmas
card lists.
Now, as one who buys a box of
Christmas cards (politically correct
on recycled paper, of course) once
a year and spends an evening with
a frayed address book, I'm hardpressed to grasp hiring a consultant
for such things, but then I've never
bought don-dads in China, either.
A bank balance of $6.65 is more
likely than ever $665,000.
That, I guess, is why I really
can't work up a la of sympathy for
my soon-to-be ex -congressman
come January. I suspect I'm not
alone.
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Researcher finds ways for
plants to prevent diseases
Associated Press Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Joseph
Kuc has developed a shot in the
arm for some plants to help ward
off diseases caused by viruses, bacteria and fungi.
"What we have done is found
ways to immunize plants against
diseases," said Kuc, a professor in
the University of Kentucky's
Department of Plant Pathology.
"The immunization is systemic. It
protects the whole plant. It relies
on the activation or sensitization of
the plant to respond quickly after
infection."
Since 1977, Kuc and his research
teams have developed successful
immunization methods for tobacco,
green beans, cucumbers, muskmelons and watermelons. And in
recent years there have been promising results for tomatoes, potatoes,
grapes, peppers and roses.
Kuc said plant immunizations,
which could provide alternatives to
some pesticides, are comparable in
many ways to vaccinations animals
are given to prevent diseases.
"Over time, we have evolved
methods to sensitize the animal's
response to certain organisms, and
we've learned how to manipulate
the timing of the response," he
said. "That's essentially what
we're doing with plants."
All plants have the genetic ability to fight off diseases, but the
defense mechanisms in some don't
respond quickly to the attacks, he
said.
Plants are immunized by introducing microorganisms that don't
cause disease or by spraying the
plants with organic compounds.
As a result, the plants develop a
quickened immune response that
can last through an entire growing
season.
"In our environment now we're
facing tremendous problems with
the overuse and misuse of pesticides," Kuc said. "We feel this is
a big step to limiting our dependence on the classical chemical
pesticides which arc based on killing the organism."
Kuc emphasized that the immunizations don't involve genetic
altering of the plant.
"Our approach is that we get the
plant to do what it has learned to
do through the process of evolution
to protect itself against disease,"
he said. "Unlike the geneticengineering people, we do this
without introducing foreign genes,

State appeals
court rules in
favor of activist
MILWAUKEE (AP) — A state
appeals court ruled that an antiabortion activist is entitled to the
names of women who sought abortions at a clinic so that she can call
them as witnesses at her trial.
Judge Gordon Myse dissented,
questioning Monica Migliorino
Miller's motives. Disclosure of
names would have "a chilling
effect on the exercise of the right
to obtain medical reproductive
treatment," Myse said Tuesday.
Mrs. Miller was convicted of
trespassing at a clinic five years
ago but argued she had been denied
the opportunity to call patients as
witnesses in her defense.
In a 2-1 ruling, the appeals court
granted her a new trial and said she
can have the names of women who
sought abortions at Affiliated Medical Services on the day of her
arrest in 1987.
"Despite the fact that some
women seeking an abortion might
prefer to keep that fact non-public,
there is no testimonial privilege in
Wisconsin that authorizes the withholding of relevant evidence in
their possession," it said.

Super Produce Values
The Best For Less At

'Achy Breaky' writer
knew song was 'special'

without upsetting the DNA of the
plant."
Kuc said field tests in Mexico
and laboratory tests in Lexington
have shown promise in developing
an immunization to control blue
mold virus that infects tobacco.
"We need more testing, but I'm
very enthusiastic about this for
control," he said, adding that it
could be on the commercial market
in several years.
During the past year, Kuc has
recently been working with tomato
growers in Italy in developing a
immunization against the cucumber
mosaic virus. It is the first commercial applications of his
research.
There is no other way to control
the cucumber mosaic virus, which
poses an increasing threat to tomato plants in that region, he said.
"The compounds we're using
are promising and safe," Kuc said.
"We're conducting tests to sec
how it holds up in the field."
Kuc believes that his research
has come at an opportune time.
"We're at a time when our agriculture has to be more competitive,
more productive," he said, "but
pesticides are being withdrawn
from the market. Some are being
used only at certain times in the
growth of the plant. Some countries arc putting zero tolerance on
pesticide residue and it's getting
more and more expensive to produce new pesticides.
"And even without all these
environment problems, which are
very real, there is the problem of
resistant races developing through
pesticides."
And now the pesticide industry
is even beginning to conduct
research into immunizations.
"There are pressures causing
them to change and they've gotten
into this field as well," Kuc said.
"They're adopting our
technology."

GREENCASTLE, Ind. (AP)
— When Don VonTress wrote
"Achy Breaky Heart." he knew
he might have a hit on his
hands. But Song of the Year?
Single of the Year? Music Video of the Year? Never in his
wildest dreams.
VonTress, a Greencastle
native whose family still lives in
central Indiana, was bowled
over last week when his song
was nominated in three categories for the Country Music
Association Awards. If it wins,
singer Billy Ray Cyrus will
accept the awards during the
televised ceremony.
"I had no idea. I was quite
surprised," said VonTress, who
now lives in Nashville, Tenn.
"I figured the song had not
been out long enough and Billy
was too new."
But VonTress was wrong. He
got a call from Millhouse Music
(BMI) last week letting him
know the good news. And
immediately he was on the
phone to his mother, Vivian
VonTress, back home in
Greencastle.
She's become one of Cyrus'
biggest fans, since he catapulted
her son's song to the top of the
charts. The singer, a Kentucky
native, called her just last week,
after performing a couple of
gigs at the Indiana State Fair.
"He seems like a very good
person," she said. "He's a very
compassionate person. If he
weren't, why would he take the
time to call an old lady like
me?"
Thousands of fans waited
hours for Cyrus' free concerts at
the fair, where "Achy Breaky
Heart" brought down the house.
"When I wrote it, I felt there
was something special about the
song." VonTross said. "I did
have an idea that there was
some commercial potential in
the song."

Save-A-Lot
Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
We Accept Food Stamps & WIC Vouchers
12th St. at Storey Ave.
New Crop

Potatoes
$1 98
20 Lb.

BUTTE, Neb. (AP) — An air
monitoring station operated by the
developer of a proposed radioactive
waste dump was damaged by several shotgun blasts.
Damage to the station operated
by US Ecology was estimated at
S8,000 to S10,000, Nebraska State
Patrol Lt. Ernest Volkmer said
Tuesday.
The vandalism took place Monday night. No immediate arrests
were made.
Many local residents have voiced
strong opposition to the dump since
it was proposed.
US Ecology is applying for a
state license to build the concretereinforced dump, which would

JL,
Tray

Tomatoes

8'

e 6 Pk.

Fresh Boston Butt

Family Pack Extra Lean

Pork Roast

Ground Beef

9W

WLb
Lb.
Field Sliced

Field

Bologna

Dinner Franks

39

$1

TZ-1223 Dc
DINNER
FRANKS gee

16 oz.

16 oz. $139
****'•*••••••••••••

As,

Prairie Farms

Buttermilk

Blasts damage station

1/2 Gal.

receive low-level radioactive waste
from Nebraska and four other
states. The equipment was designed
to monitor air near the dump.

99'
Prairie Farms

Orange Juice

A& A AUTO
RENTAL

89
2
Gal. $

•Daily & Weekly Rentals
'Clean, Dependable Cars
•Call Us For Rates

Perfecto

Spaghetti

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461

65'

16 oz. Box

Portside Chunk

WIVITA :

By MIKE EMBRY

PAGE SA

LOWEST
PRICE EVER!

Tuna
6V2 oz

'229"

•Limited Offer
•Limited Time
•1 Per Household
•No Dealers Please

49'

•• •

21" Cut 4HP I/C Engine
Push Mower L21ZPN
4-HP commercial-grade engine

•14-gauge steel deck
.21" cut, staggered-wheel
'POWER MULCHTm
attachment, shredder, side
and rear bag optional

•••••••••••

•••••••••••
*
•••••„_

--

Studentfinancial
aid can kelp you
payfor college or
vocationaltraining
To teem more, contact
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Kentucky Higher Education
Aseistence Authonty
1050 U S 127 South, Suite 102
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601-4323
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MURRAY TODAY
Cou )le will be married or 50 lletirS oil

22

1
II

DATEBOOK

Jo Burkeen
riMurray Today editor

The pantry supply at Murray-Calloway County Need Line office is
getting smaller, according to Kathie Gentry, executive director. With the
opening of schools and the winter season approaching, requests for food
usually increase. Items needed include powdered milk, crackers, peanut
butter, spaghctti, spaghetti sauce, soup, canned fruit, soap, and toilet paper. Persons having items to donate may take them to the Need Line office,
located on the bottom floor of Weaks Community Center, between the
hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. For information call
753-6333.

Home Board meeting Friday
Murray-Calloway County Transitional Home Board (former Homeless
Committee) will meet Friday. Aug. 21, at noon at Pagliai's. Jan Pooley, president, urges all board members and interested persons to attend.

Candlelight Vigil Saturday
The Humane Society of Calloway County will host a Candlelight Vigil in
honor of 'Homeless Animals Day' on Saturday, Aug. 22, at 7:30 p.m. The
purpose will be to draw attention to the serious dog and cat overpopulation
problem. Over 190 cities nationwide will be illuminated with a light of
remembrance for homeless dogs and cats. The International Society of Animal Rights has coordinated the national event. The Animal Shelter, located
at 105 East Sycamore St., off South Fourth Street, will be open to the public
from 7 to 8 p.m. on Saturday. Educational materials will be available. For
more information call the shelter at 759-4141 from 2 to 5 p.m. through
Saturday.

La Leche meeting Friday
La Leche League will meet Friday. Aug. 21, at 10 a.m. in the Nursery
Room at Benton Church of Christ, Benton. This ia free breastfeeding class
as well as a support group. Anyone who plans to breastfeed, is breastfeeding now or has in the past, is encouraged to attend. Siblings and grandmothers are also invited to attend. The league meets every third Friday of
the month. For more information call Sharon at 1-354-6079 or Rita at
1-527-2660.

anniversary on Saturday, Aug. 22. They are pictured left in
Mr. and Mrs. James Hargis of 1303 ()erby, Murray, will observe their 50th wedding
Robinson. Their attendants were Loman Nelson and Betty Ann Hargis
1932 and at right in 1992. They were married Aug. 22 at Dexter by W.C.
is the daughter of the late Loyd Carson and Ola Filbeck Carson.
Carson.
who were married in the same ceremony. Mrs. Ilargis, the former Ruby
They hare one daughter, Mrs. Judith Darnell and husband, Ralph,
Mr. Hargis is the son of the late Herbert Hargis and Trudie Tidwell Hargis.
fire grandchildren are Rhonda Barnes and husband, Eugene, Larry Darnell
and one son, Ronald Hargis and wife. Genny, all of Murray. Their
and Kristi Hargis. Their six great-grandchildren are Ashley Cook,
and we. Susan. DerDee Cook and husband. Brad. Allen Hargis and wife, Rae.
Hargis. No formal celebration is planned, but the couple, their
Cortney Cook. Chelsea Darnell. Madison Barnes, Christopher Hargis and Bradley
and return to the Hargis home for cake on Saturday evening.
children and grandchildren will have dinner at Patti's at Grand Risers

BPW speaker

A gospel singing will be Sunday, Aug. 23, at 4 p m. at Mt. Horeb Freewill
Baptist Church, Walnut Street, Murray. This will feature The Voices of Love
of Nashville, Tenn. The event will be sponsored by the Senior Choir_ The
public is invited to attend, a church member sa;d.

Acteens/GAs collecting items
The ActeensiGAs of First Baptist Church are collecting items to send to
Chaplain Bob Norris, Hospitality House, Huntsville, Texas, for their Christmas in August project. Items requested are toothpaste, toothbrushes, shampoo, mouthweash, lotion, deodorant, disposable razors, crayons, construction paper, scissors, envelopes, postage stamps and notebook paper. Items
may be placed in boxes provided in the educational building of the church.

CALENDAR
Jim Saughan. assistant dean of
the College of Industry and Technology. Murray State L:nirersity,
will discuss techniques for making focused presentations in a
business or professional environment at a meeting of Murray
Business and Professional
%omen on Thursday, Aug. 20, at
6:30 p.m. at Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday Inn. Vaughan has
been in his present position since
1990. He receired his B.S. degree
from the Lnirersity of Tennessee
at Martin and is retire(' from the
Army after 22 years of serr ice.
His wife. Joan, is a Realtor for
Kopperud Realty. All interested
persons are invited to attend. For
more information call Faye
Rogers, 753-7743.

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6.30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

has joined the
staff at

Cutups
Hair Salon
Call Beverly for all your hair, skin and nail
care needs.

Or ereaters Anonymous for
beginners/5:15 p.m. and
regulars/5.30 p.m., both at Ellis
Community Center.
Session meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
services/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Prayer service/7 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.

Thursday, Aug. 20
TOPS KY #469/6 p.m. weigh in, 7
p.m. program/Chamber of Commerce. Info/Pamela, 753-7638.

Academic Team members wanted
Murray High School is looking for a few good men and women with a
competitive flare to form a different kind of academic team, according to Dr.
Bob Lewis, assistant superintendent of Murray Board of Education. This will
be the MHS Academic Decathlon Team for Juniors and Seniors. If selected,
the person will train with coaches who will help develop the kinds of skills
that work in corporate America such as teamwork, competitiveness, communication and self assurance. To become involved in this special program,
contact Dr. Lewis at 753-4363.

Ladies Fun Night at Oaks Country
Club/5:30 p.m.
Ladies Tennis Play at Murray
Country Club/9 a.m./club courts.
Info/753-5793.

CCHS Class of 1977 plans reunion

Men's Stag Night and dinner at
Murray Country Club/5:30 p.m.
Info for golf/753-9430, and dinner
reservation/753-6113.

Calloway County High School Class of 1977 will have its 15-year reunion
on Saturday. Aug. 29. A family hour will be from 10 a.m. to noon at MurrayCalloway County Park. The main dinner will be from 6 p.m. to 1 a.m. at
Murray Country Club. Some of the members' addresses have not been
obtained, and any one having information about any of these students is
asked to call Renee Thompson Buckingham, 753-3140, Sandra Stom Stone,
489-2308, or Tammy Overby Smith, 489-2208.

(Cont'd on page SA)

CCHS Class of 1962 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1962 will have its 30-year reunion
on Saturday. Sept. 5, at Executive Inn, Paducah. A social hour will start at 6
p.m. with dinner to be served at 7:30 p.m. The cost will be $16 per person.
For more information call 492-8616.

First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:30 a.m.;
Library open/6:15 p.m.;
Klaymata/6:30 p.m.; business
meeting/7 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choirr7:45 p.m.

South Marshall Class plans reunion
The 1967 graduating class from South Marshall High School will hold its
25th class reunion on Saturday, Sept. 5, at Ken-Bar Inn. A social hour will
begin at 6 p.m. followed by dinner at 6:30 p.m. All teachers, principals and
other members of the original class entering South Marshall in 1963 are
invited to attend. The cost will be $15 per person. For more information or
reservations call Esther Ford, 1-527-3386, Judy Runkle, 1-527-0684, Diane
Brasher, 1-527-0172, or Roger Perry, 1-527-1444.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Children's Bible Clubs and Adult
Bible Study/7 p.m.

Free service to Senior Citizens

759-1100

FIRST CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
(Disciples of Christ)

753-3824

FALL SCHEDULE
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 10:45 a.m.
Starting Sunday, August 23, 1992

If you are 60 or older and have limited friends and family in the area to
check in on you, the Senior Citizens Center would like to offer you a free
service called 'Telephone Reassurance.' Eric Kelleher, director of the center, said we would like to call you on a regular basis to be sure everything
is fine.• If you are interested in this service, or know someone who would
be, call the center at 753-0929.

Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Adam Nance
Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ_
Dexter Baptist Church events
include worship/1:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum
open/9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Infon62-3383.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Evangelism Work
Area/7 p.m.

Cutups
1100 Chestnut St.

Wednesday, Aug. 19
Registration for Calloway County
l'resc.hool Program and Headstart
Program/1-6 p.m./Southwest CalloElcmcntarv.

First Assembly of God Church
events include prayer meeting/7
p.m.

Beverly Hammonds

N. 5th St.

Gospel singing Sunday

"Discovery of Noah's Ark"
video/7 p.m./Murray Seventh-day
Adventist Church. Public invited.
No charge.

Youth Celebration Thursday

Nance poem
selected for
publication

St. John Baptist Church Youth Department will sponsor a "Back to School
Night Celebration' on Thursday, Aug. 20, at 6 p.m. at the Main Street Youth
Center at 205 North Fourth St., Murray. Speakers will be Heath Walls, Willis
Cheaney and Shaka Rayford. Walls, a 1991 graduate of Murray High
School, is a sophomore at the University of Dayton. Dayton, Ohio. Cheaney,
a 1991 graduate of Murray High School, is a sophomore at Kentucky
Wesleyan, Owensboro. Rayford is a senior at Murray High School. Refreshments will be served. Everyone is welcome to attend, a department member
said.

A poem written by Adam Nance,
fifth grade student at East Calloway Elementary School, has been
selected to appear in the 1992 edition of the Anthology of Poetry by
Young Americans.
The poem titled "The Farm" was
submitted by Nanc,e's teacher, Sally Scott.
Nance is the son of C.W. and
Sheila Nance. He is the grandson
of Ralph and Glenna Harris.

753-4175
Glendale at Whttnell
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Set. 9-5:30

,

Hazel Woman's Club will meet
Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Aug. 20, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Hazel Community Center. This will be the annual planning meeting and
salad
Cmlaerk
.utterworth, president, urges all members to attend
etiiengB
this

Graves County High School Class of 1987 will have its five-year reunion
on Saturday, Aug. 22, at 8 p.m. at South Highland Country Club, Mayfield.
For information call Greg Huffey, 1-376-5587.

•
Where the price and service
IP%
'
makes the pill easier to swallow.

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Calloway County Athletic Boosters will hold its annual Watermelon Bust
on Thursday, Aug. 20, at 6 p.m. at Jack Rose Stadium, located behind Calloway County High School. The 1992-93 coaches and teams will be introduced. Everyone is invited to attend to show their support for Calloway
County Athletics. There will be no admission charge.

GCHS Class of 1987 will meet

Coo•o%444.4.74 Uttou Ytt“
He4avIt
f
4

Athletic Boosters' event Thursday

Infantry members wanted
The 25th Infantry Division Association is seeking division members who
served in World War II, the Korean War, the Vietnam War, as well as peace
time for membership in the group The 1992 reunion will be Aug 27 30 at
Valley Forge, Pa. The site of the 1993 reunion will be Louisville For more
information on membership or reunions write Andy Ansell. R D No 1. Box
336, Acme, PA 15610
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FOR YOUR REAL ESTATE NEEDS

Au. 22

1WILSON REAL
Call
ESTATE
302 So. 12th St. David Morris
753-3263
759-4960
'We Want Your Listing"

ALLERGY 6 ASTHMA CLINIC
OF WEST KENTUCKY
Richard H. Stout, MD
And His Staff

Want To Help You!
Diagnosis And Treatment Of:
-ASTHMA
-SINUSITIS
-HAYFEVER

•

-SKIN ALLERGIES
-FOOD ALLERGIES
•INSECT ALLERGIES

For
Pediatric and Adult Patients
Hwy. 641 North — Murray, Ky.
502-753-7451 or 800-756-5551
Daily Pollen & Mold Count — (800) 756-4AIR

1

IT

wedding anniversary on Saturday, Aug. 22. They are
Mr. and Mrs. Loman Nelson of 21741 Champaign, Taylor, Mich., will observe their 50th
Robinson. Their attendants were James Hargis and
W.C.
by
Dexter
at
22
Aug.
married
were
They
pictured left in 1942 and at right in 1992.
is the daughter of the late Herbert Hargis and
Hargis,
Ann
Ruby Carson who were married in the same ceremony. Mrs. Nelson, the former Betty
They have one daughter, Mrs. Donna Medley
Nelson.
Parrish
Tennie
and
Nelson
Frudie Tidwell Hargis. Mr. Nelson is the son of the late Russell
Carolina. Their grandchildren are Rusty Nelson, Terry
and husband, Donnie, Michigan, and one son, Darwin Nelson and wife, Nancy, North
Nelson. Jamie Nelson, Deanna Medley and Debra Medley.

Lynn Grove Class of 1942 holds reunion

MYSTERY
DISCOUNT
SALE! THURSDA - RIDAY
SATURDAY - SUNDAY

SAVE
20%
25%
30%
40%
5On0Ev%erything

dinner meeting was held in the ComThe 1942 class of Lynn Grove High School met recently for its 50-year reunion. The Saturday evening
with wives, husbands and friends.
monwealth Room of Curris Center, Murray State University, with 15 members of the class present, together
ng as guests of Hampton and
reminisci
The group met at Cypress Springs Restaurant for Sunday dinner and spent the afternoon visiting and
Ruth (Cook) Burton, Ruth
Miller,
on)
(Wilkers
Nel
Iva
seated,
Barbara Erwin at Kentucky Lake. Class members pictured are, from left,
Freda (Baker) Armstrong and Rebecca
Scherffius) Hughes, Lavonne (Rhodes) Wood, Barbara (Harris) Erwin, Marion (Murdock) Potts,
Manning, Virginia (Easley) Scott and
(Wilkerson) Cooper; standing, James Rogers, James T. Stark, Fred Guthrie, Hampton Erwin, Brent
GENE BAILEY photo
Pearl (Cathcart) Stubblefield.

Civitans at meeting

John Emerson, left, and Dr. Willis Johnson, president, of Murray
Civitan Club recently reported on the "75th Anniversary convention
of Civitan International" held at Birmingham, Ala., July 11-15, at a
meeting of the Murray Club. Emerson has served in many Civitan
capacities including local club secretary and president as well as
secretary-treasurer and governor of the Kentucky District of Civitan
International. Murray Police Chief Larry Elkins will speak at the
Murray Civitan meeting on Thursday, Aug. 20, at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Family Restaurant.

You Buy!

SALE 43.99

1. Make your selections.
.Draw a Mystery Discount.
3. Save 20%,25%, 30%,40% or 50%
on your total purchase.
Save 20% or more on Every Item
you purchase.

CATIO THERM - PERM
Reg.$W. Long lasting(
%A/4h the benefits of(-Jeep
conditioning Includes
shampoo. haircut and style
Long haw and design Attaos

extra
ewer seeclive through s.t.,
August n.

ey
enn
JCP
Styling Salon

Central Shopping Center - Murray
Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5 753-7991

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary Call 759-9811
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Pets Of week azwillible at Animal liclter

Society
East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street. operated by The Humane
and
These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter,
black
haired
short
a
dog; "Spike," a long haired Red Tabby kitten; "Ace,"
of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Girl,- a female Boxer mix. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter,
Schnauzer
white spayed female cat; and "Zippy," a neutered male
Sunday. The
and Friday. I to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, and closed
Thursday
Monday,
p.m.,
4:45
open to the public, are 1 to
759-4141.
Calloway County. For information call
Humane Society is a member of United Way of Murray and

ENDAR
CAL
(Cont'd from page
6

L WPM
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
FIES.N....:2

,.• :Al

Thursday, Aug. 20
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens activities.

k

Chestnut St.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities

Young N Hearts of Glendale Road
Ch„rct of Christ/10:30 a.m.

Prepared Childbirth Class:—
p.m./education unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital
Infor762-1385.

Tvvin Lakes Antique Car Clubf1
p m..:Country Kitchen; Draffenville.
tio:e change in place.

NIGHT BUFFET
Bar-B-0 Ribs Pond Raised Catfish Fillets, Fried Chicken. Food
Bar - Salad Bar, Dessert Bar Includes Drink

Murray Civitan Club:7
p.m./Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Burgerslii

TJ's Bar B-Q

li

First United Methodist Church
events include Adult Exercise/5
p.m. and Disciple Bible Study
Orientationr/ p.m.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Sen lor Citizens
Center, Benton.

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food

753-0045

Murray

Thursday, Aug. 20

Thursday, Aug. 20
Health Express of Murr,i
Calloway County Hospital/
Courtsquare in downtown Murray!
8-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3 p.m.

Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.
First Christian Church events
include Youth Bible Study and
Prayer/5:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.4:30 p.m.

Murray Women of the Moose/S
with officers/7 p.m.
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of
vFwn p.m./Willis Center.

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Baron Wells

Green and Wells vows
said in church ceremony

Miss Suzanne Marie Green and Alfred Baron Wells of Norwalk, Calif.,
were married Saturday. July 18.
Camera
The bride is the daughter of John and Christie Green of Santa Barbara,
County
Nforray-Calloway
Club/7 p.m./Calloway County Calif.
The groom is the son of Ms. Barbara Wells of 1518 North 16th St.,
l'Jblie Library.
Murray, and the late Billy T. Wells.
The vows were solemnized at 3 p.m. at San Roque Church, Santa BarSingles Friendship . of Paris,
was by Ben Staples
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau bara. Monsignor Vincent McCubc officiated. Music
Green.
Chris
and
ith
Info/Kenn
Building. Paris.
The bride, given in marriage by her father, wore a gown of white satin
Broach. 753-3580.
with chiffon overlay on sleeves and bustle. Pearl and sequin ornamentacarried a bouquet of daisies and
Land BeNeen the Lakes' events tion were on the front of the bodice. She
include Iron lndustry/10:30 a.m. tube roses.
Theresa Selman was the honor attendant. Bridesmaids were Laura
and 1:30 p.m./Homeplace: Earth,
Becky Schaff and Paige CoulterThe Planet/11 a.m.. 1, 2 and 3 Arrol, Sandy Jahangir, Kim Macaluso,
p.m./Visitor Center; Deer Up Smith.
Flower girls were Jennifer Elkins and Victoria Wells.
Close/10 a.m., Live Snakes and
Corey Wells was best man. Groomsmen were Jeff Duvall, John Green
Turtles/1 p.m., Eagles Up Close/2
Randy Prosser, Mike Wells and Tony Wells.
Jr.,
p.m., Red Wolves and Coyotes/3
bearers were Jared Wells and Jared Allen.
Ring
p.m. and Hawks. Owls and
A buffet dinner and dance, hosted by the bride's parents, followed at
Vultures/4 p.m./Nature Center.
Sheraton at Santa Barbara.
The bridal couple is now residing at 11339 Kenney, Norwalk, CA
90650. They are both attending Long Beach City College, but plan to
transfer to a university this fall.
Out-of-town guests included Mrs. Norma Mitchell, St. Louis, Mo., Jim
West, South Carolina, Jimmy Hines, Virginia, and Ilene Wells and Barbara Wells, Murray.
The groom's mother. Mrs. Barbara Wells of Murray, hosted the rehearTammy Louse Hall and baby girl, RI
1 Box 216, Kirksey
sal dinner held at Marianne's Italian Villa, Santa Barbara. Calif.

One newborn and dismissals
listed in local hospital report
AUGUST 1992

A REALLY BIG
DOLLAR DAYS

17 Best Buys for only
9 Ft.

Extension Cord

• .C7 Oz. instant

• Tall

l• 2. x 60 Yd.
Masking

Newborn admission
Glover baby girl, parents, Kathy and
Wyatt, At 2, Box 461, Pans, Tenn.

Palmer named for honor at camp

Dismissals
Mrs Ruth Banker. At 1, Box 152-3,
Murray; James Jones. Rt. 1, Box 31,A,
Murray. Mrs. Ruby Rudolph. 713 Sycamore St.. Murray,
Hannibal Outland, 803 Broad St..
Murray; Melvin Day, CR Box 580,
Hamlin: Leonard Lankford, 81 Lake
Shore Dr. Hamlin,
Mrs Connace Drew, 1616 Tabard.
Murray. Mrs Murrell Smith. 903 Fair.
lane, Murray. Harold Mills Sr . Rt 1,
Box 291, Almo,
Mark Christy. At 2 Hazel. Mrs Clara Jean Paschall, P 0 Box 237.
Hazel Miss Alicia Mitchell, P 0 BOk
27. New Concord.
Mrs Kristy Skipper and baby boy.
1511 Diuguid Dr , F43. Murray, Mrs

Keyla Nicole Palmer, cheerleader at Marshall County High School,
received top recognition at the
National Cheerleaders Association
Camp held at University of Tennessee at Martin this summer.
She was selected for the NCA
"All American Team." The winners
were presented with their awards
the last day of the camp on the
basis of their cheerleading technique, leadership and all-around
cheerleading ability.
Palmer, 15, has been selected for
the past two years a member of the

Kitchen Can Bags

• Assorted

Light

Bulbs

Krazy Glue

•

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday. Aug. 18,
have been released as follows:

• 10.5 Oz
Construction Adhesive

Tape
• Razor Scraper

Akir

CHAECK

THIS OUT

• 17 Oz. Bathroom Cleaner

• 9 In. Roller Cover
or 2 In. Brush
• 5.5 Oz. Kwik Seal
Tub & Tile Caulk

• 1 Pt. Paint Thinner
• 12 Pack Tubular
• 14 Oz. Furniture Poish

Hangers

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

Y
qA
Uq
il
l'
SUPPLY COMPANY
208 E. Main

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE
rt

• Leather Palm Glove

• 32 Oz Drain Opener

Keyla Nicole Palmer

1992 CLOSEOU

• 11 Oz Spray Disinfectant

• Heavy Duty Batteries

Universal Cheerleader Association
"All-Star Team."
The NCA "All American Team"
members are invited to participate
in special events held throughout
1992-93, such as Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade, the Aloha Bowl
Parade and Halftime Pageantry at
Honolulu, Hawaii, and the 1993 St.
Patrick's Day Parade and Lord
Mayor's Ball in Dublin, Ireland.
Palmer was also named a national award winner by the United
States Achievement Academy. She
was nominated for the award by
Esther Ford, her business teacher at
Marshall County High School.
Palmer is the daughter of
Michael and Janie Palmer of Rt. 1,
Kirksey. Her grandmother, Evelyn
Palmer, and several other relatives
reside in Calloway County.

Inc.
753-3361

SAVE $1000's

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

'Franklin 'Fleetwood •North River
16' Wides
starting at

14' Wides
starting at

$9,995 95,995

Doublewides
starting at

21 3995
CASH DISCOUNTS
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
SAME DAY DELIVERY
NO WAITING FOR CALL BACK

DOWN
*go/
%iv /0 PAYMENT
'Limited Time Offer
Selected Fleetwood Homes Only!

•
•
•

r

Fro
I•

Free Delivery & Set Up

KEITH BAKER
HOMES, INC

LAKE REGION PROPANE GAS

•

A

Hwy. 80 East, Hardin, KY
(1) 354-8011

(901)644-0012
Hrs.:M-F 6-7, Sat. 114; Sun. ,
1-5TZ
.

Highway 79 E. Parts, TN
,Toll Fre* 1-800-533-3568
.
'r
c

•
•
a.

A
•

a

•

:•.

•

•

•
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The annual Coldwater reunion
was held recency at Homeplace
Family Restaurant, Murray. Present
were 43 persons.
Lucille Potts expressed her love
for all the people of Coldwater and
gave a brief talk on happenings of
the past at Coldwater.
Four of the usual number have
died during the past year. They are
Sherwood Potts, Cloys Hargrove,
Gene Lamb and Bobby Evans.
T.C. Hargrove missed the meeting for the first time because he
was in the hospital being treated
for a heart attack.
The group voted to meet again in
1993. The meeting was closed with
the song, "Blest Be the Tie That
Binds."
Wilma Sanders, a member of the
group, read her poem,"Life in Coldwater,' with some additions from
last year. It is as follows:
The Coldwater Reunion
The people of Coldwater have
met once again
To see friends and neighbors and
even some kin
We talked of the old days,
caught up on the news

Karrie Goetz, left, and Crystal Stallons, right, along with eight other
students, were featured guests at a press conference and reception
held Aug. 10 at the Old State Capitol Building, Frankfort. Both are
student authors included in Our Kentucky - A Study of the Bluegrass State. Goetz and Stallons were senior honors English students
under Lynda Coleman at Calloway County High School in 1991, when
the essays were written. Other Calloway County students featured in
the book, but unable to attend, were Nancy Armstrong, MacRae Coleman, Tripp Tibbetts, Stephanie Carraway and Lori England. More
than 180 entries from students from across Kentucky were submitted,
with 17 being chosen to appear in the textbook. Mrs. Coleman, CCHS
English teacher, and Mac Coleman, Calloway County Middle School
English teacher, were members of the Teachers Committee for the
textbook. Goetz is currently a second year freshman at Southern Illinois University, majoring in marketing. Stations is a second semester
sophomore at Murray State University, majoring in agri-business
economics.

Carlic Bee Paschall visited Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins on Aug. 11.
Clerris Wilson visited in my
home and also Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
and Morris Jenkins on Aug. 7.
The Rev. Warren Sykes visited
Mrs. Ola Morris on her 93rd birthday at Paris Manor on Sunday,
Aug. 9. Dorothy Sykes was ill and
unable to attend church with him.
Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke was admitted to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital on Aug. 7. Estelle Morris
and Gwinna Gallimore visited her
on Aug. 10.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Jenkins
and Adam, Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Jenkins, Jill and Troy, Mr. and
Mrs. Kenny Jenkins, Mallorie and
Blake, Mr. and Mrs. Greg Story,
Autumn and Isaiah, Mrs. June
Cole, and Bertie Jenkins were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins on Sunday, Aug. 9. Afternoon visitors were Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Gallimore, Estelle Morris
and Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr.
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
daughter, Tabitha, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Morris at Gulf Shores,
Ala., Aug. 3-10.
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Szabo of
Paris, Tenn., visited the Rev. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes on Sunday
afternoon, Aug. 9.

15
1
1
1
1
1

I

care can relieve your aches

Dr. Dennis L. Waken, D.C.

and pains.
a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include
nt check,an examination
alignme
spinal
a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test,
strength and a private
muscle
for
test
a
spine,
the
for restricted or excess motion in
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This entire examination is FREE
If you want more care and treatment,

CALL for

your

FREE appointment NOW!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

$30

301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071

VALUE

CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON

759-1116
=MI NMI

MI

MIN

MI NMI MIN MN =MI 11

SIM

WITH YOU.
Ems ma mom mmo am mom

FINAL CLOSEOUT
THE '93'S ARE COMING AND
WE'VE GOT TO MAKE ROOM
HURRY FOR BEST SELECTION

Air cond., turbo wheels, cloth trim

'92 SUMMIT 4 DR. Quartz

SOLD

Red
Cloth trim, AM/FM, 4 speed

'92 COLT 3 DR.

White
Air cond., AM/FM stereo

'92 SUMMIT 3 DR. White

Air cond., automatic, AM/FM

SOLD

'92 SPIRIT 4 DR. Champagne

'11,999
'13,994
'14,277

V6, tilt, cruise, air cond., AM/FM

Black
'92 LASER RS
Automatic, cassette, cruise

'92 LEBARON 4 DR.

Teal
loaded
windows,
power
cruise,
tilt,
V6,

SOLD

White
V6, tilt, cruise, alr cond., cassette

'11,232
'11,594
'
92,483
'12,789

'92 DAKOTA SPORT

Gray
cassette
cond.,
air
c,
V6, automati

'92 DAKOTA LE

Copper
cassette
cond.,
alr
c,
V6, automati

(2) '92 DAKOTA LE

its
2,199
Wh1
V-6, automatic, cassette, tilt. cruise 1"Bit*

Convene bed, cassette, tilt, cruise

Gray
V8, tilt, cruise, aluminum wheels

'92 DAKOTA CLUB CAB

White

SOLD

Silver
White
Black

41,993
'13,999
98,998

LE, V6, automatic, cassette

'92 RAM 150 LE
318, air

Red
cassette, tilt

cond.,

(3) '92 RAM 150 LE
318, loaded

'92 RAM 250 LE

White
Cummins, automatic, loaded

SOLD

Claret
tilt, cruise
rack,
,
cassette
seats,
Child

'92 GRAND VOYAGER whit.

Red
V6, automatic, power windows, loaded

SOLD

Quartz

'92 GRAND VOYAGER

SOLD

'92 RAM 350 CLUB CAB

Red
loaded
seats,
bucket
,
Cummins

"17,997

ain's0

YOU MUST BRING THIS AD
TO GET THESE PRICES!
Explres 11-29412 Subexci io prior sale
pnoes plus tax. tee, license,
and proc. lee. Dealer retains rebate
if

'92 DAKOTA LE

'92 DAKOTA LE

Tilt, cruise, cassette, power locks

Medicare Supplements
Group & Individual Health

'7,999

'92 DAKOTA LE

White
Split bench, tilt, cruise, air cond.

'92 ACCLAIM 4 DR.

'92 CARAVAN

'92 RAM 50

Champagne
tilt, carpet
speed,
5
2.4 liter,

1,293
1,991
8,278

'92 COLT 3 DR.

On

Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt

we do"a11 the papenvork.

FREE.

Compare My Rates

753-4451
407 Maple St.

elle NMI IMIe

Mlle MIMI

OR BE
FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY,CANCEL PAYMENT
PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE
RESPONDING TO THE
DISCLAIMER:OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU: THE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF
SERVCES,
OTHER
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY
ON OR TREATMENT*
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATI

Rex and Nancy Alderdice, John,
Tim, Torn and Lacy, Debbie and
Chris Hamontree, Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Alderdice, James W. Alderdice, Lorene Workman, James and
Ruth Alderdice, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Alderdice, all of Sedalia;
Randy Alderdice Sr., Steven,
Randy Jr., Josh and Roy Lee, Rose
and Ben Cantrell, all of Nashville,
Tenn.; Linda Alderdice, Minneapolis, Minn.; Mr. and Mrs. Stacey
Smith, Wesley and Casey, Kirksey;
Maynard and Joyce Weidenbach,
Durell McCall, Dukedom, Tenn.;
Kaye Alford, Jackson, Tenn.;
Jim and Billie Cullivan, Paris,
Tenn.; Hilda Alderdice, Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Cantrell, Palmersville,
Tenn.; Emmiu and Rupelle Alderdice, Paducah; Faith Griffith,
Heather Moon, and H.B. and Ann
Alderdice.

Also •Life Insurance *Nursing Home

iffkirla
Town

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic

Alderdice reunion held

McNutt, AAI

MURRAY
Is A

FREE

Ici

The Alderdice family reunion
was held on Sunday, July 12, at the
Community Building on North 15th
Street, Mayfield.
Attending were the following:
Jewel Vandever, John McReynolds, Sue McReynolds, Mary Lou
Brandon, Mr. and Mrs. John Wilkins, Cecil and Eva Alderdice, R.T.
and Doris Morris, all of Mayfield;
Al and Mildred Cutini, Murray;
Joe and Lida Watson, Joseph and
Kenneth, St. Louis, Mo.; Clifford
and Nancy Jones, Farwell, Mich.;
Harry and Betty Alderdice, Lewisburg, Tenn.; Charles Alderdice and
Allie . Alderdice, Jackson, Miss.;
L.C. and Joan Alderdice, Dresden,
Tenn.;
Hardin and Dixie Alderdice,
Lynnville; Jim and Nancy Cantrell,
Athlens, Ga.; Charles and Ruth
Hodges, Billy Pearson, and Jeretta
and Jessica Hardiso'n, Farmington;

MURRAY TODAY

1 $30
Get Your
1 VALUE
FULL SPINAL EXAMINATION
NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
1
You may have one of these 16
1
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1
13. Numb Fingers
9. Numb Hands
5. Dizziness
1. Low Back Pain
14. Hip Pain
Bursitis
10.
6. Sore Elbows
1
2. Headaches
15. Tight Muscles
Legs
Down
Pain
11.
Pain
Neck
7.
3. Shoulder Pain
16. Aching Feet
12. Muscle Spasms
8. Indigestion
1
4. Arthritis

Many guests are reported
visiting in the area homes
The Rev. Lester Butler visited
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins Friday at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Miller.
He also visited in may home on
Aug. 10.
Mitch Sykes was treated for a
wasp sting at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn., on Aug. 8.
Herbert Orr is now convalescing
at his home after being a patient at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr recently
visited Mrs. Mytle Vandyke at
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins
spent July 26 to 30 vacationing in
the mountains.
Tony Sykes had surgery at a hospital at Jackson, Tenn., on July 31.
Mrs. Sykes stayed with him there.
Other visitors were Warren and
Dorothy Sykes, the Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee and daughter, Tabitha,
Mitch Sykes and Brian Sykes. He
was dismissed Aug. 5.
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
visited Mrs. Ida Elkins on Sunday
afternoon, Aug. 2.
Hilda Miller took Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins to the Morris Jenkins'
home on Aug. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. James Holley and

Was money, the night before,
We ate some and visited, told and ready to pick
been there
in
hadn't
creep
would
figures
Shadowy
others our views
She said, "See I told you, it
We remembered when Coldwater - then disappear real quick
works every time
How she told Sherwood, to tell
was the town close by
If you're generous and trusting,
If you couldn't go on Saturday, they were ripe
young are just fine"
the
you thought you would die
Everyone help themselves, she
So
we ended the evening with a
Why the one you were struck on
was sure this was right
laugh and a song
would surely be there
Come back next year, until then
On some Sunday mornings, on
There'd be glances and whispers,
SO LONG!
in
a
chair
porch
the
you'd flirt on a dare
Fern flirted with Stanley, then
when he stood up
He fell from the school roof, he
landed abrupt
The doctor consulted, poured
PUBLIC NOTICE
methylate galore
Stanley yelled loudly, "p1-c--ease no more"
Ruth Hayden remembered when
the school year begun
She got new shoes, she could
count on just one
When the stitching wore out and
Ile Mon NOM" Pad.. I. SM World*
the soles began to flap
She had to swing them forward
As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides-to-be, new'parenis
and watch every step
and movers with a basket full of useful gifts. We'd like to call on roil'
"Miss" Lucille told another
Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition.
watermelon tale
Please Call
How everyone knew, each year
Ingeborg Kin,,, 492-8318
without fail
Kathryn Outland, 753-3079
When watermelons were ripe

OM NM OM MS MB WM IM=
IM OM EMI MO MN OMB OM

IMM

IOW

North Fork News

Times Correspondent

PAGE 9A

Coldwater reunion held at local restaurant

Students at Frankfort
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The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
Fresh
1/2 PORK
73% Lean
, LOIN
-!AROUND
BEEF
'

Fresh
Crisp

Sliced As Mixed Chops

Reelfoot Old Fasmon

Bologna

Lb.

Jim Adams 12 oz.

Bacon
Williams 8.5 oz.

Sausage B Biscuit

$1.59
$1.19
$1.39

1

CABBAGE

Any Size Pkg.

Lb.
Oscar Mayer Bun Length

Franks

Lb.

Tray Pack 6 Count

$1.69

99'

Tomatoes

u.s. #1
RED
POTATOES

Certified

ROUND
CHUCK
Pkg.
Any Size

Charmin

39

BATI4fRolrlisuE

Lb.

Store Ground

Lb. 99'
Lb. $1.68

Turkey
Family Pack

Fryer Breast

_
Why Pay More

111111

A
IGA2 COL
Liter

59C

Armour

TREAT

LS
PAPER TOWE
Roll

22 Oz. Bottle

12 Oz. Can

Jumbo

9
9
Duncan Hines
II oz. Bag

Sunshine Lb. Box
Reg.. Unsalted, Wheat

Cookies

Crackers
Golo

Gold

MI DA

1

Shedd. Tiffany Tumblers

'SOW Medal

Charles Chips

UR
FLO
Lb. Bag

POTATO CHIPS
11 an.

5

EFFECTIVE DATES:
August 19-25

AssL Flavors

Ho

10th 5 Chestnut St.

INE
MARGAR
oz.

TS
PRODUC
la Oz. Caws
12 Plc.

$2117

To
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pit* rum
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Professor documents mountain death lore

Obituaries

Mrs. R. Odelle Boggess Smith
The funeral for Mrs. Rita Odelle
Boggess Smith will be Thursday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis and the Rev. Lee
Gamblin will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be organist and
soloist.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mrs. Smith, 69, Rt. 1, Almo,
died Monday at 10:35 p.m. at West

By JANE GIBSON

View Nursing Home. Her husband,
Roy Smith, died in November
1977, and one daughter, Diane
Layne, died Sept. 11, 1991.
Survivors include two sons, Greg
Smith, Murray,. and Doug Smith
and wife, Karen, Savannah, Ga.;
one sister, Mrs. Lola Mae Starks
and husband, Brent, Rt. 1, Almo;
two brothers-in-law, Willie Smith
and wife, Nell, New Concord, and
Marvin Smith, Paris, Tenn.; five
grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Carleen Morris Wimberley
Final rites for Mrs. Carleen Morris Wimberley were Tuesday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
Jim Peyton and the Rev. John Penny officiated.
Burial was in Poplar Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Wimberley, 65, Rt. 2,
Springville, Tenn., died Sunday
morning at Henry County Medical

Center, Paris, Tenn.
Survivors include her husband,
Nolen Wimberley; two daughters,
Bobbie Kay Wimberley and Deborah Graves, Springville; one son.
Robert N. Wimberley, Murfreesboro, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Bobbie Futrell, Murray; one brother,
Thomas Bryan Moths, Buchanan,
Tenn.; two grandchildren, Chris
Graves and Jon Graves.

Associated Press Writer

Growing up in Floyd County in
the 1950s, Marie Parsons became
fascinated by unique mountain
traditions and lore surrounding
funerals.
Many people sat up all night
with dead friends and relatives
awaiting burial. Some folks looked
for "feather crowns" in deathbead
pillows — a sign of a fortunate
soul's entry into heaven.
But times have changed in eastern Kentucky. Parsons now teaches
at Prestonsburg Community College, where students reacted only
with blank stares when she mentioned the burial customs in class
two years ago. She said that was
when she decided the time had
come to document those vanishing
traditions.
Parsons, an associate professor
of English, and about 40 students
have spent the past year interviewing nearly 200 people on the subjects of burial customs and superstitions, ghost stories and
cemeteries.
She hopes to complete her
research this fall and then take a

Mrs. Mildred Jones
Final rites for Mrs. Mildred
Jones were Monday at 1 p.m. at
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church in Calloway County. The
Rev. Robert McKinney officiated.
Pallbearers were Kenny Hale,
Harold Jones, Jerry Jones, Jack
Thomas, Danny Ballard and
Richard Ballard.

Burial was in the church cemetery with arrangements by Miller
Funeral Home of Murray.
Mrs. Jones, 89, of 5226 Broadway, Garland, Texas, formerly of
Dexter, died Thursday at 12:15
p.m. at Baylor of Garland Hospital,
Garland.

Gervis Howard Smith
Funeral rites for Gervis Howard
Smith were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Martin Funeral Home,
Lake City, Tenn. Burial was in
Norris City Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Smith, 83, Norris City,
Tenn., died Saturday at Oak Ridge
Methodist Hospital in Anderson
County, Tenn.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.

Elizabeth Smith; three daughters,
Mrs. Clara Jean Ramsey, Capac,
Mich., Mrs. Jacqueline Carver,
Greenup, Ill., and Mrs. Susie
Knight, Romulus, Mich.; one son,
Joe Pat Smith, Nashville, Tenn.;
one brother, Carlos Williams, Murray; 11 grandchildren; seven greatgrandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.

Wffiiams uses time at convention
to collect cash and make contacts
HOUSTON (AP) — The political payoff for senatorial nominee
David Williams at the Republican
National Convention wasn't really
his brief appearance on the
podium. It was the contacts and
cash he collected that were most
important.
Williams stumbled through part
of his three-minute speech Tuesday, ad-libbing through some prepared portions with peculiar
results.
"In Kentucky, we have our eye
to make one change, his name is
the liberal senator from Kentucky,
Wendell Ford," Williams said.
Williams was one of seven GOP
senatorial candidates who got their
three minutes in the sun Tuesday.
But his real convention work has
been outside the Astrodome.
He made contact with some
national GOP movers and shakers,
lined up solid support from the
Kentucky party stalwarts and,
mostly, padded his political
pocketbook.
Williams, 39, is viewed by some
in the national party as a legitimate
challenger to Ford, a three-term
incumbent who now holds the powerful position of Democratic whip
in the Senate. He is in his second
term as a state senator and though
he is making his first state wide
campaign, Williams ran Larry
Hopkins' successful gubernatorial
primary last year.
He was a late addition to the list
of platform speakers at the convention, and though he got only three
minutes, it was a stamp of legitimacy from national party leaders.
Most importantly to his campaign, he won a promise from Texas Sen. Phil Gramm to appear at a
fund raiser in Kentucky next week.

He also made his pitch to have
Gramm, the chairman of the
National Republican Senatorial
Committee, turn loose the legal
maximum of about $300,000 from
the committee.
That sum alone would multiply
Williams' fund raising efforts to
date nearly tenfold.
Ford had almost $I million on
hand on June 30 to run his campaign and was still busy raising
more money. At the same time,
Williams had about $40,000 on
hand.
Gramm apparently has taken an
interest in Williams, inviting him
this week to several events to meet
with the kind of conservative political bankers Williams must tap.
"Sen. Gramm has been extremely kind to me," Williams said.
Williams tried out some of his
convention speech on the Kentucky
delegation at its first caucus meeting Monday morning, accusing
Ford and other Congressional
Democrats of trashing the country
for their own political gains.
"We can't let this country be
ruined by partisan politics as practiced by the Democratic Party,"
Williams said.
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R. STUART A. NAULTY
R. MARY BOLTON
Specializing in medical and surgical
correction of foot disorders
Hours Monday thru Friday (9-5)
Wednesday until 7:00 p.m.

year off to write a book on the
subject.
Many of the customs are disappearing with the older generations
of mountain people, although most
persist in some degree.
The most common custom was
sitting up all night with the dead,
Parsons said. The decades-old practice apparently took root when
many funerals were held at the rural home of the deceased.
"A group of people would sit up
all night. In many cases they would
let the most immediate family go to
bed," Parsons said. "It just didn't
seem right to leave the dead alone.
It was out of respect."
With the introduction of funeral
homes, the custom began to fade.
But Parsons said some funeral
homes in the mountains, and some
churches, still arrange to have families remain all night with the
bodies.
Sandra Nelson, general manager
and co-owner of Nelson & Frazier
Funeral Home in Prestonsburg, said
the home gets requests "quite
often" from families who wish to
remain overnight with deceased
loved ones.
"Just last week, we buried my

GOP fears Rep. Bunning in
danger of losing House seat
HOUSTON (AP) — U.S. Rep.
Jim Bunning, who is being challenged for his 4th District seat by
Democrat Dr. Floyd Poore, has
been placed on a "watch list" by
the National Republican Congressional Committee.
The Southgate Republican said
this week he asked to be placed on
the list in order to take advantage
of the national committee's full
campaign contribution.
Bunning "is very high on our
priority list of incumbents in danger," said Tom Cole, executive
director of the committee.
"Bunning's in a tougher race
than we would like him to be in,"
Cole said. "He got hit in redistricting. But he's a good candidate and
he's able to raise a lot of money."
According to Bunning, his placement on the list makes him eligible
for $57,000 — $5,000 in direct
assistance and $52,000 in so-called
coordinated expenses that can be
spent only on activities approved
by the National Republican Congressional Committee.
Bunning is seeking his fourth
term in a district reshaped by Kentucky's Democratic-controlled
General Assembly.
Bunning attributed his placement
on the "watch list" to the redistricting. He pointed out that U.S.
Rep. Hal Rogers, whose district has
been completely redrawn to include
the eastern Kentucky mountains,

also is on the watch list.
In the redrawn 4th Congressional
District, Bunning lost a substantial
number of voters in eastern Jefferson County, where he has piled up
.impressive margins of victory. The
district shifted eastward from the
three core counties of Kenton
Campbell and Boone, running
along the Ohio River to northern
Lawrence County.
The largest county added to the
district, Boyd, includes Ashland
and several potent union locals
with whom Poore hopes to curry
favor.

Agency says man fired
for taking 35 cents
should get unemployment
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — A
state agency has ruled that a man
fired for taking 35 cents from a coworker's desk should get unemployment benefits because he was
only borrowing the money, not stealing it.
The Department of Employment
Security said Tuesday that after
hearing the case it believed Harry
King's explanation that he borrowed the change for a cup of
coffee.
The decision described King, 45,
as highly regarded by his supervisors and co-workers.
King was fired in March after 22
years at Sturm, Ruger & Co., a
gunmaker. A company surveillance
camera recorded him taking the 35
cents from the desk of a co-worker,
who claimed he stole the change.
King said he did not have change
for a $10 bill. Such borrowing,
King and co-workers said, was
common practice.
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Come on out and let me solve your storage needs. We
always guarantee the lowest price on a treated bldg. If
were not the lowest price we'll beat anyone elses
treated bldg. price by 5°..
Cherry Ann Wyant
Sales Manager

Lifetime
warranty

, COOK
-PORTABLE WAREHOUSES
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HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?
Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.

ie ay Ledger & Times
Murr

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Geo, Inc.
753-2617

Hwy 641 South, Murray
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still dot the hillsides in eastern
Kentucky, "next to the house, right
inside the yard, or on the top of a
hillside."
But to many, perpetual-care
cemeteries now have become more
appealing.
"Some family cemeteries have
been abandoned, almost forgouen,
because the areas have been isolated by road changes, or the families have moved away or died
out," Parsons said. "People are
starting to look ahead to who will
care for the graves."
She said few mountain people
believe in ghosts, though numerous
stories abound. The most common
involve a dead person "coming"
to a living person in another location at the time of death.
Parsons said one elderly Floyd
County woman interviewed for the
project told how her father went
out in the middle of the night and
saw a neighbor who had been on
her deathbed the day before standing across the river.
The father went in and noticed it
was 2 a.m. The next morning there
was a knock at the door. It was
grim news — the neighbor had
died at 2 a.m.
"These are fascinating stories
that need to be remembered," Parsons said. "They're such a part of
who we are."

husband's aunt, and the whole frailly stayed all night," she said.
"It's mostly the older people.
They were raised to take their dead
home and sit up all night. We get
some from the younger generation,
too, with their (deceased) parents,
because they know that's what
their parents would have wanted."
Among the most unusual practices was opening a dead person's
pillows in search of a feather
crown. The objects are said to mysteriously form — supposedly with
no human involvement — in connection with a soul's departure for
heaven. Parsons said she has seen
one of the crowns.
"It's a round object made of
feathers," she said. "The feathers
are not just randomly knotted
together. It looks like an artistic
creation."
One reason that custom has
abated is that fewer people now
own feather pillows, Parsons said.
Burials in family cemeteries and
placement of all headstones facing
east are two other vanishing
customs.
"A lot of mountain people put
faith in a literal resurrection," Parsons said. "When Christ returns
for the second coming, He will
split the eastern sky. They want to
be facing Him when they rise."
Parsons said family cemeteries

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES

Special Announcement

id
Bel-Air Center S. 12th St.
Murray. Ky. 1-502-753-0666
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Women at risk
by having kids
in later years
A study
CHICAGO (APi
published today found that Swedish
women who wait until their 30s or
40s to have children greatly
increase their risk of having stillborn or dangerously small infants.
But Dr. Heinz W. Berendes, a
U.S. researcher and co-author of
the study on 171.715 Swedish
women in The Journal of the
American Medical Association.
said the risk is still small
For example. women ages 20 to
24 had stillborn infants at a rate of
16 per 1.000. compared with 3 rate
of 6.5 per 1.00) for women over
40.
Women in their early 20s bore
three infants who died soon after
birth per 1.000 babies, compared
with 4.7 per 1.000 in women over
40.
Berendes gave no ekplanation
for the increased risk but said it
was unrelated to the higher incidence among the older women of
complications such as diabetes and
high blood pressure.
Dr. Gertrud S. Berkowitz. an
epidemiologist at Mount Sinai
School of Medicine in New York.
,iLestioned whether Swedish
skomcn can he compared to
Americans.
Berkowitz. head of a 1990 s:..dy
..• New England women that reachopp.osite conclusions. cited
the two groups in
• :,•7ti'ity. smokino. hiscare.
tk,r's

Prices Good
Aug. 19 thru
Aug. 25

19, 1992
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ed by a
tycoon.
:71s agent in
John LL110:.,
charge in Los Angeles. refused to
say why the Customs Service and
Internal Revenue Service last week
seized the Hotel Indian Wells. the
Indian Wc!ls Ciy.,:ttry Cub and
other property owned by Ken
Mizuno.
But the Las Vegas Rev.cwJournal reported last week that
Mizuno. 5. was the target of a
mulumillion-doliar money launder
ing in‘estiga:;on and was namec
a sealed indictment.
The nev.spaper. citing an unidentified state gritb:ing official, said
Mizuno lost S66 million in two
years playing t..;,t.carat at a Us
Vegas casino.
In February, Mizuno was
arrested in Japan on charges of
evading 544.4 million :n taxes in
\ Japan\
what authorities sa;d
biggest taxfraud
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1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Seaboard
Farms
Split Fryer

Tip
Steak

Breast
$ 59

Lb

Grogan s

89

Franks

Farm

Country

Lb.

Sausage
$ 39
I Lb

1!

Lb
$159

Sliced Free

Lb

Owen s Best
Emge Sliced Slob

Owens Best 95% Lean

Ground Round
$219

Asst Flavors

Kool-Aid
$ 1 99

U.S. Choice

Bufferball

Turkey Bacon Ribeye Steak
79 Grape
Lb
Ketchup
499
Jelly $

n
Ba3-4co
Lb

Kraft

Hyde Park

Peanut
Butter

!99
99

Heinz Tomato
32 oz

2

4

$

1 29

$ 1 39
Flav-O-Rich

1/2% Milk
$ 1 89
Hickory
Charcoal
10 Lb. $279

Nunn Beffer Self-Rising or Plain

Flour
5 up.

89°

Canada Dry Ginger Ale or

Mixers

1 Liter
Crystal Spring Distilled or

Drinking Water
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper 12

09'
59'

pack $299

$2°9

2% Milk
Hunt's Reg or Mexican

99'
b
etib
gl
15.5 oz.

Nunn Better Self-Rising

Cornmeal Mix

Turkey Breast
99

BBQ Pork
$489

5 lb

Kraft 3 Lb. Tub

99'
$169

Touch of Butter

Tea Bags
Ocean Spray

Cranberry Juice 48 oz.
Del Monte

Tomato Wedges

14.5 oz.

Bush's

Baked Beans

28 oz.

All Flavors

Gatorade

64 oz.

$199
$219
69'
89'
$1 99

Vito-duce
Crisp Firm
Head

Chiquita
Golden Ripe

U.S. #1 Idaho
Baking

leffuce
6c 8ic Ic!ci

Bananas

Potato

Amish
Baby Swiss

Cheese
89

$429 $3
Owen's Best

Lb
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69'

American Singles 12 oz $ 1 99

2Th"le

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

$2

Paper Towels

Fried Chicken
2
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12 pk

Brawny Single Roll

Owen's Best
9 Piece

Lb

Lipton 'Family Size'

RC, Diet RC, Sundrop,
Diet Rite, White Grape

Kraft Individual Wrap

Prolne Farms
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St.
(Case of 24)
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Ball Park
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Lb

Ham

210 Main

Country Ham
f
Bee
Ground
3-4 Lb.
1 49

Sirloin Tip Roast
U S Choice
Boneless Srloin

Clifty Farm Whole

Owen's Best Family Pack

U.S. Choice Boneless

Owen s Best
Honey Baked

753-0819

Deli Hot Line
753-7811
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Government seizes
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in Palm Springs
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Final re-enlistment
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Several years ago the center sued Toyota, forcing it to recall 1983 to
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owns and manages more than 1,300

By COUNTRY LIVING
For AP 'Special Features

The private, non-profit organization has been called "conservation's best-kept secret," according
to an article by Monica Michael
Willis in the current issue of Country Living, and its purpose is to

Some Camrys have locked door problems

Master Sergeant Steven A. Collier, an ROTC Instructor at Murray
State University enlists for the final time at Murray State University.
Administering the re-enlistment oath to MSG Collier is CPT Daniel
Frisk. MSG Collier was recently honored as the only noncommissioned officer in Second ROTC Region to be promoted to the
rank of Sergeant Major.
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Potato Chips

s•
Corn or Green Bean'

•\,

Reg.
$1.49

15 Oz.
Can
Jif

Peanut Butter
1 57
18 oz.

Paramount Hamburger
Slice Pickles
Green Giant

Reg. or With I

Sweet Peas

Ultra T

3 97
For

Ari ).1,0

15 oz.
Can

Shedd Country Classic
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SPORTS
Bird leaves 'his' game
Basketball's best leaves lasting impression
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer

BOSTON — No more amazing
no-look passes. No more reckless
dives to save the ball. No more
miraculous game-winning
1-pointers.
No more Larry Bird playing
basketball like no one else can.
The visions flow swiftly like a
dream come true. Finally, the
wakeup call came: Bird, seemingly superhuman in his best days.
really is just a mere mortal.

tor two seasons he tried to
fight that reality, playing for the
Boston Celtics with an aching
back that caused him great agony.
Increasingly, he couldn't. So it
was no surprise that he ga‘e in to
the painful truth.
Bird retired Tuesday after a
13-year career that was One of the
greatest in NBA history.
"It's something that had to he
done," he said. "I've had enough
(pain) to last me a lifetime and I
can't shake it.
"I put my hods ihrough lising

ed basketball one way, and that
was as hard as I possibly could,
whether it was diving on the floor
or throwing elbows or catching
elbows.'
He was an everyman physically. a superman mentally.
He lacked great speed and
leaping ability. But he was a
creative genius, thinking several
steps ahead of his opponents.
And he was a tough-minded warrior who drooled at the prospect
of competing with — and beating

LARRY'S LEGEND
'•• C4,10,•111•••CIOt LIT/ 91,• St* eared ea a
Neer sen Ire %won Ceiba on Tuesday
Veer
Boa
-NOW Ike
'941 $2 Boa
412 63 Boa
'91314 Pee
1964 45 Boa
965 86 Boa
1986 8' Bogs
198'66 Bus
'41961 Bo*
'4999C Boa
'69091 Boa
'991 92Bos
Vase

FO
12 474
12 478
77 503
79 504
79 462
80 522
62 496
74 525
76 527
6 471
75 471
60 454
45 466
097 406

Q

FT16AMPt.
636 652 370 21 I
663 N6 451 21 2
863 1137 447 229
840 070 456 236
IN 796 520 242
I12 642 531 21 7
666 SOS 557 256
910 612 566 26
916 703 467 299
947
37 29 193
130 712 562 243
$91 500 431 191
926 434 106 202
MO 4074 MS 24 3

hell for 17 years," said Bird. who
starred at Indiana State. "I play-

(Coned on page 38)

French Lick remembers its hometown hero
By BOB LEWIS
AP Sports Wrttor

FRENCH LICK, Ind. — It was
a day to remember Larry Bird
six:es among the homefolk who
,:onsidered him a legend long
neore he was a Boston Celtic.
And nobody in this former
playground of the rich and famo,:s seemed to be without a favorite Larry Bird story or a twinge
Tuesday when he
07 sorrow
ann '...nced his retirement after 13
in..: ;a. seasons in the NBA.

Consistent Grogan
shoots 4-over on
final day to finish
tied for 14th place
PINEHURST, N.C.— Murray
High's Adam Grogan shot fourover-par in the final round here
of the 24th Annual Insurance
Youth Golf Classic to finish tied
for 14th.
Grogan, who will be senior
this year for the Tigers, closed
out the 72 holes with a 303,
after shooting a 76 in Tuesday's
final round.
E.Idrick "Tiger" Woods, of
Cress. Calif., won the tournament as he closed out the tournament with a one-over-par 73
Tuesday to finish with a eight.
under 2,4); nine strokes in front
t.;f the second-place finisher.
The 16-year-old Woods' win
was h.3 third consecutive tour:n in as many weeks,
as he a.so won the Insurance
Youth Golf Classic in 1990 and
fin:shed as runner-up in 1989.
Grogan qualified for the tourney as over 11,200 golfers tried
to qualify for the classic, which
is one of the top junior golf
tcy..7narnents in the country.
After state and regional eliminations, the top 1680 competed at
Pineb,irst, with the field cut to
the low 60 after Sunday's second round.

"It's sad for a fact. I mean he
was basketball. He'll have to sit
on the sidelines now and watch
his teammates play. I know that
would be hard on me." said Lana
Purlee. next door neighbor to his
mother. Georgia Bird.
•'We all took pride in him.
People would come in here from
all over and want to know if you
know him, and they're happy
sometimes Just to touch you,"
said Purlee, who works behind
the cash register at the Villager
Restaurant.

If Larry Bird has been good for
French Lick, this village and the
abutting town of West Baden
have been healthy and happy for
him. He spent his off-seasons
here, jogging the bactroads to
stay in shape, fishing in nearby
Patoka Lake and golfing with
friends at the French Lick
Springs Resort's two courses.
His ample but modest home
overlooks several acres of property. including a full-size outdoor
basketball court visible from the
narrow road that winds alongside

it and into the southern Indiana
hills. Most townspeople guard the
directions to his place closely.
"You tell them where he lives,
some of them will drive right up
to his gate and call him off his
lawnmower or something. I mean
he's got to have some privacy,"
Purlee said.
And there are plenty of tourists, many of whom come to stay
at the French Lick Resort Hotel.
Among those who once Ian-

Associated Press

Larry Bird leaves behind many glorious memories, particularly for
fans in the Boston Garden.

(Cont'd on page 38)

Cardinals waste power outing in loss to Astros
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Not even a
rare power display by the St_ Louis
Cardinals could help them beat the
Houston Astros on Tuesday night.
Pinch-hitter Ernest Riles singled
in the tying run and Craig Biggio
followed with a two-run single in a
four-run seventh inning as Houston
overcame a season-high three home
runs by St. Louis to beat the Cardinals 7-6.
"It's frustrating to hit three
home runs in a game for the first
time all year and lose," manager
Joe Torre said. "They played well

throw home and then Biggio
singled up the middle to make it
5-3. Steve Finley singled to center
off reliever Bob McClure and Biggio scored when Lankford let the
ball get by him for an error.
Gerald Perry hit a two-run pinch
homer for St. Louis in its seventh
to make it 6-5.
Pinch -hitter Casey Candaele
singled in the Astros' final run in
the eighth inning.
The Astros have won five of
their seven games and now stand
9-12 on the 26-game road trip.

but we helped them. We made
some bad plays in the field and
didn't get some runners home from
third."
Ray Lankford gave the Cardinals
a 3-2 lead with a two-run homer,
his 13th, in the sixth inning.
Luis Gonzalez led off Houston's
seventh with a single off loser
Omar Olivarcs (6-8), who hadn't
allowed a hit since the Astros'
first. With one out, Juan Guerrero
singled and Riles followed with his
game-tying hit.
Riles went to second on the

By The Associated Press
It seems there's no stopping the
Atlanta Braves now.
Charlie Leibrandt pitched a fourhitter as the Braves beat the Montreal Expos 5-1 Tuesday night at
Olympic Stadium for their 14th
win in their last 17 games. The victory left the Braves with a
54 -game lead over second-place
Cincinnati in the NL West.
Leibrandt (10-4) struck out four
and walked none for his third complete game. He is the fourth Atlanta pitcher to reach double figures in
victories this season, joining Tom
Glavinc (18), John Smoltz (14) and
Steve Avery (10).
"I was skeptical about pitching
here because I haven't had much
luck," Leibrandt said. "I was supposed to pitch against the Pirates
on Monday. so I felt happy about
not having to face Montreal. So
this was a good test and things
worked out OK."
Montreal starter Ken Hill (13-6)
made two throwing errors which

OM!PARKER/Ledger It limes photo

By The Associated Press

McEnroe joins Davis Cup team
If they've decided to go another
way, they should tell me. And if
I'm as imponant a part of the team
as they say I am, they should name
me to the team," McEnroe said
after winning his first-round match
at the Volvo International on
Tuesday.
Gorman said it was simply a
case of crossed signals. He said the
confusion stemmed from a July 30
news release that said Jim Courier
and Andre Agassi were on the U.S.
team and the doubles team would
be named later.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Tuesday's Games
(1) Cincinnati 6, Philadelphia 0
(2) Philadelphia 6, Cincinnati 1
Atlanta 5, Montreal 1
Pittsburgh 5, San Diego 1
Houston 7, Si Louis 6
Chicago 4, San Francisco 1
Los Angeles 4. New York 0

led to three Atlanta runs in the
third inning. Hill gave up seven
hits in six innings as the Expos lost
their third straight game, falling
three behind Pittsburgh in the NL
East.
The Braves took a 1-0 lead in
the second on Rafael Belliard's
RBI grounder.
Hill gave up leadoff singles to
Delon Sanders and Mark Lemke in
the third before throwing Terry
Pendleton's sacrifice past an
uncovered third base.
Later in the inning, Hill tried to
pick David Justice off second but
the ball sailed into center field.
Justice went to third and scored on
Sid Bream's single through a
drawn-in infield.

Mariners succeeding in role
of American League spoilers

Murray High senior guard Scott Downey (black helmet) takes a forearm to the chin at the bottom of a pile
in Tuesday's scrimmage against Graves County High School.

NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) —
Despite concerns he wasn't a shooin, John McEnroe learned early
today that U.S. Davis Cup captain
Tom Gorman had him penned in
for doubles play all along.
"John had some questions,
we've talked and they've been
resolved," Gorman said from Sun
Valley, Idaho, where he was
vacationing.
McEnroe had coniplained Tuesday afternoon that he was growing
weary of awaiting word.
"I've been doing this 15 years.

Houston went ahead 2-0 in the
first. Biggio opened with an infield
hit and went to second on third
baseman Tracy Woodson's throwing error — the Cardinals' first
error in 17 games. St. Louis had
gone 16 games without an error, a
major league record.
Finley followed with a runscoring double and scored on a
groundout by Eric Anthony.
Rich Gedman, who was batting
.164 and hadn't played since July
26, hit his first home run of the
season in the third to make it 2-1.

Braves seem unbeatable
in 5-1 win over Montreal

Preseason Pile

July brawl
may cost
Penn State
STATE COLLEGE, Pa. (AP) —
Two Penn State football players
waived preliminary hearings Tuesday on charges stemming from a
July brawl.
Senior wide receivers 0.1.
McDuffie and Rick Sayles
appeared in Centre County Central
Court, according to a report filed in
Magistrate Clifford York's office.
McDuffie, 22, of Warrensville
Heights. Ohio, faces charges of disorderly conduct and failing to disperse after ordered by police.
Sayles, 22, of McKeesport, is
charged with obstructing the administration of law, disorderly conduct and public drunkenness.
The charges stem from a July 10
incident. State College police
responded to what they believed
was a fight involving 30 to 50 people downtown. As they attempted
to arrest other individuals, police
said McDuffie and Sayles
interfered.
McDuffie was voted the offensive player of the game in the Fiesta Bowl last year. During the regular season he had seven touchdowns. 46 receptions and 790
yuds.

"If we keep winning. I'll ask for
another road trip like this next
year," manager Art Howe joked.
"Most of the guys went home
(after Sunday afternoon game in
Chicago) and it helped to do the
laundry and sleep in their own bed
for a couple of nights."
Jimmy Jones (6-5) pitched six
innings for the victory. Doug Jones
balked home a run in the eighth,
but set the Cardinals down in the
ninth for his 27th save.
"The road trip doesn't mean
anything to me." Doug Jones said.

The Seattle Mariners' pennant
hopes were over before spring
turned to summer. Though they
have the worst record in baseball,
they're having fun trying to destroy
some autumn dreams.
After taking two of three from
Minnesota at home, the Mariners
flew east and put a crimp in Baltimore's drive to catch Toronto in
the AL East by beating the Orioles
8-3 Tuesday night.
Unfortunately for the slumping
Orioles, they ran into Seattle's best
pitcher, rookie Dave Fleming, who
allowed six hits and three runs in 7
1-3 innings before Jeff Nelson finished for his third save.

McEnroe could not be reached
for comment early today.
The final member of the team
will come from a field of Pete
Sampras, Rick Leach and one or
two other players, Gorman said.
The U.S. team will play Sweden in
the Davis Cup semifinals in Minneapolis Sept. 25-27.
McEnroe also said Tuesday he
had already been disappointed that
Gorman didn't pick him to play in
the Davis Cup final last year in
France and that he wasn't named to
the U.S. Olympic team.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland 8, Minnesota 1
Chicago 3. Texas 0
Toronto 12. Milwaukee
Boston 8, California 0
Seattle 8, Baltimore 3
New York 7, Oakland 3
Detroit 5, Kansas City 1

The Orioles held a 1-0 lead in
the fourth when Tino Martinez
singled and Jay Buhner hit his 19th
homer. It was the major leaguehigh 28th home run off Ben McDonald, who is 12-8 overall but 8-1 in
games in which he does not give
up a homer.
Edgar Martinez added a sacrifice
fly in the seventh and Dave Valle
added an RBI single in the eighth
for Seattle.
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Actions & Reactions
SOCCER
Registration for the fall recreational soccer league will be held at the
22 from 10
park office on Payne St. on the following dates: Saturday, Aug.
25 from 6
Aug.
Tuesday,
p.m.;
4
to
2
from
23
Aug.
Sunday.
p.m.;
2
to
a.m.
a.m. to 4
8
from
28
Aug.
Friday,
through
24
Aug.
Monday.
to 8 p.m.; and
dates.
these
after
registrations
late
no
p.m. There will be
the third,
Fees are $20 for the first child, $15 for the second, $10 for under 14
etc. There will be leagues for under 8, under 10, under 12 and and
July
for boys and girls having birthdates between Aug. 1,1978
31,1986.
For more information call Rob Williams at 753-1326.

SCOREBOARD

Giants injured list increases;
'Skins, Howard near signing
tvery team expects a few injuries in training camp. No one

expects to lose a half a dozen
starters.
That's what has happened to the
New York Giants, who recently
added quarterback Jeff Hostetler,
running back Dave Meggett and
receiver Stephen Baker to their list
LL
BASEBA
LOCAL
of walking wounded.
The Youth Baseball Association of Murray-Calloway County will holds
Hostetler (hyper-extended right
the
in
p.m.
7
at
24
Aug.
Monday.
its annual General Open Meeting on
annoyed the Giants medical
elbow)
interAnyone
Barkley Room located in the Curns Center at Murray State.
team by throwing lightly on Monested in youth baseball is invited.
day, coach Ray Handley said.
Items on the agenda include Bronco League and American Legion proposals, weekend traveling teams, Volunteer of the Year Award and election
"They told him not to throw
of association and league officers
until there was no pain," Handley
said. "He felt a little discomfort
BASEBALL
yesterday."
MISSOULA, Mont. (AP) — Former New York Yankees pitcher Steve
Meggett (sprained left foot) is
gram
a
buy
Howe will spend the next three years on probation for trying to
but still may not play
improving,
of cocaine from an undercover agent. U.S. Magistrate Bart Erickson fined
this weekend against the Jets.
Howe the minimum $1,000 and ordered him to perform 100 hours of comBaker sustained a contusion on
munity service.
his left wrist while catching a pass.
Howe is the first player permanently banned from baseball for drug use.
He had been suspended six times for previous policy violations, and comHe will miss a day or two. Receivmissioner Fay Vincent barred him from professional baseball after he
Ed McCaffrey will not play this
er
pleaded guilty to the criminal charge.
weekend because of a sore neck.
Rookie defensive back Phillippi
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
is not making progress
Sparks
MIAMI (AP) — Miami Hurricanes flanker Lamar Thomas and reserve
from a groin injury.
recovering
fraudufor
jury
grand
fullback Jason Marucci were indicted by a federal
it could be two to
said
Handley
an
in
lently obtaining federal financial aid. Both players were charged
three weeks before he is ready.
ongoing fraud investigation started over a year ago at Miami, last year's
Tackle Jumbo Elliott said his
national champion, involving Pell grants. The grants are a form of federal
financial aid for needy students.
was a little sore after his first
back
Thomas was charged with one count of obtaining Pell grants by fraud
in two weeks. Guard Wilworkout
Marucci
and four counts of making and using fraudulent documents, and
said he felt fine after
liam
Roberts
was charged with two counts of each. If convicted, Thomas could face a
his first after
workouts,
restitution
Monday's
and
fine
$1,250,000
a
prison,
in
years
25
maximum sentence of
sentence
heartbeat in
maximum
a
rapid
a
g
receive
could
experiencin
plus the cost of prosecution. Marucci
late July.
of 20 years in prison, a $1 million fine and restitution, plus prosecution
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The Insurance Center
of Murray

Receiver Anthony Morgan suffered a freak knee injury during
practice. Morgan, the team's thirdround pick a year ago, sustained a
mild sprain to the medial collateral
ligament in his left knee when he
could not stop his momentum and
slipped on the cement after finishing a long pass play.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE.
"Your more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

David King

753-8355
77 46 In
32074
4
119 477 66 151

318
317

1 11 5
1 4
436
102 406

31170
3
104
304

1
13
10
1

MAJOR LEAGUES

"I was running a fly pattern and
was trying to slow down, when all
of a sudden my knee buckled, and
my feet went out from under me,"
Morgan said.
Morgan is fighting for one of
five receiver spots with veterans
Tom Waddle, Ron Morris, Dennis
Gentry, Wendell Davis, first-year
player Eric Wright and rookie
Gene Thomas.

Negotiations continued between
Washington and No. 1 draft pick
Desmond Howard and veteran
tackle Jim Lachey, and the players'
representatives indicated they were
close to an agreement.
Howard, the 1991 Heisman Trophy winner and the Redskins' top
choice, is asking for a four-year
contract worth about $1.75 million
per season. Lachey is asking for $2
million, and a third holdout — cornerback Darrell Green — is seeking the same amount.
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McGurn., Oakland. 38. .1iGonzalez Texas 30
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
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Wednesday's Game,
Cirionnan (Hammond 6-7) ai Prviadeipise (Rpm..
2-2). 11 35 p m
Chicago (Camillo 6-9) at San franasco (Switt 8-3)
235 pm
Atlanta (Glavin' 18-3) at Montrew (Nat:Mott 8-8)
635 pm
San Diego (Deshaws 3,2) 41 Pintibufgh Walk 6-4),
6 35 p m
Houston (Kilis 2,7) at St Lows iCoins.. 3-10) 735
pm
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12-81. 6 35 p m.
Toronto (Linton 1-1) al lAliaauksis (Bow° 10.5).
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Tin{(Guzman 10-9) at Chicago (Fernandez 4.7).
706 pm
Detroit (Haas 2-0) at Kansas City Amer 13-5).
735 pm
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Basketball's best...
(Cont'd from page 28)
-- the best.
"I played against some of the
best basketball players in the
world and I did pretty fair against
them," Bird said.
One of them was Magic Johnson, his adversary in three NBA
championship series and his
teammate on the United States
team that won the Olympic
basketball gold medal 11 days
ago.
"Larry was the only player in
the league that I feared, and he
was the smartest player I ever
played against," Johnson said. "I
always enjoyed competing
against him because he brought
out the best in me. Even when we
weren't going head to head, I
would follow his game because I
always used his play as a measuring stick against mine."
Johnson retired last November
when he announced he had the
AIDS virus but is considering a
comeback.
Playing on opposite coasts,
Bird and Johnson joined the NBA
in 1979 and were instrumental as
it grew to new heights of popularity throughout the world. Salaries and TV revenues also soared.
"I'm sure that we had a little
bit (of an) effect, but saving the
whole league? No, I don't believe
hat at all," Bird said.

He was the college player _gf
the year in 1979 and the NBA
rookie of the year in 1980. He
won the first of his three NBA
titles in 1981. He was the most
valuable player in the 1982 AllStar Game. From 1984 through
1986, he won three straight
regular-season MVP awards.
He added a new dimension to
the forward position. At 6-foot-9,
he was a peerless passer who
made his teammates better.
"I remember 13 years ago
when he came here he looked like
a little country bumpkin," Celtics
president Red Auerbach said,
"but when you talked to him and
you looked into his eyes, you
knew that you weren't talking to
any dummy. He knew what he
wanted in life and he knew what
it would take to get there."
"When the definitive history
of basketball is written," Celtics
chief executive officer Dave
Gavitt said, Bird "will occupy a
special place in the top five players ever to play this game.
"God may have not granted
him an all-world body, but from
the shoulders to the top of his
head and from his wrist to his
fingertips, he played the game
better than anybody's ever played
it and he played it with a heart
five times as big as anybody else
I ever saw."
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FREE TESTING - STARTERS, BATTERIES & ALTERNATORS
grandfather helped raise him. As
boys, he and Mike Allen worked
after school as grocery boys at
Agan's Market.
But some of the most vivid
memories of people here are of
Spring Valley High's 1973-74
dream season. That's when Bird
led the Black Hawks as far as the
state tournament regional final
before they fell to rival Jasper.
"They had a kid all over Larry's back the whole game and
they never called it, but he still
outscored everbody," Hobson
said. "That's the way he was. He
always outworked everybody."

Duralast
Sub-Zero 6 Year Battery

AutoZone
5 Year Car Battery

Highest OEM CCA
requirements for late
model Ford and GM cars.

French Lick...
(Cont'd from page 28)
guished in the resort's mineral
baths and its spas were Clark
Gable, Lionel Barrymore, Franklin Roosevelt and the Rockefellers and boxer Joe Louis. Al
Capone was once turned away.
"But nobody would really
know about this town if it wasn't
for Larry," said Hubert "Hobby" Hobson, who taught a vocational trades class Bird took his
senior year at Springs Valley
High School.
Bird came from a family of
limited means. His father died
when he was a child and his
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American b import
Store stock only
With exchange

2997
EVERY DAY

TO
169 95

One- year Warranty
Valucraff"
EVERY DAY
Alternators
Pemanutacturect
Store stock only
With exchange

196995

uralasr Gas 1 194
ar Shocks
POI*. VOCk

U U EA.
EVERY DAY

94

uralast'Gasig

EA.

Truck Shocks

EVERY DAY

uralast
s Struts

94
To
9

Duralost
Air Adjustable
Shock Kit

EVERY DAY

\idea
,
Hose k'
Store stock only

Jane Rogers
305 N. 12th St.

MURRAY

(Nest to Calory 21)

CALL ME.

Like a good neighbor. t.ite Farm is there

753-8971

S. 12th St. in Southside Center

Murray
753-9627
StJtc Kum
Insur.incti onipanies
Hi Km. OffirAis Bloomington Minor.,

PAIR

11101"-• 1
1
1492 Au1o2on•
Dealers NO details ol wesoneses of store
price Thet410014/1 Ad once,not owe on special orders No
Me oilhe TO lithe gumlike'al sole pnc• Reg./For

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS

I lamosftre..1.

Ad pnces good thru August 23

1992 C.miry.
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Classified

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m
Saturday Edition

0le
020
095
030
040
050

A.NNOC\CEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
llYNIF

060
090
100
110

Help Wanted
Situation ‘Vanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

190
370
390
400
550

FARMERS Cl.klik.F. I
. ..... ....Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
.
Produce
Feed & Seed

130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
200
210
220
260
380
410
540
560
570
240

753-1916
2S0
2•,5
:too
:31u
:120
:(40
, t

Rental
..Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
. Business Rentals
.
. ....Want To Rent
. Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
.. Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

43o
-14,'
450
460

LEGAL NOTICE
In accordance with Chapter 65 and 42A of the
Kentucky Revised Statutes, the Summary Financial Statement for the Calloway County Consery a lion District for Fiscal Year 92 may be inspected by
the general public at their office co-located with
the Soil Conservation Service at 201 Johnny
Robertson Road from August 24-26 between the
hours of 7:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. (Calloway
County Conservation District)
Albert Wilson
Chairman
Route 3, Box 182. Murray. Ky. 42071
Vice-Chairman - Darrel Clark
Route 4, Murray, Ky. 42071
Sec. Tress - Thomas Lee Armstrong
Route 7. Murray. Ky. 42071
Members Larry Hale
Route I. Box 217. Dexter. Ky. 42036
Larry Gilbert
505 Whariell. Murray. Ky. 42071
Arlo Reck
Route 1. Box 237, Kirksey, Ky 42054
Marty Carraway
Route 4. Box 259. Murray, Ky. 42071
The board of supervisors meeting is held on the
third Monday night of each month at 7:00 p.m in
the conservation office.

We've got new bulbs
Back to school
tannin .
mutates or
sty
$15.00. Get 60
minutes ee.

Best deal in
town

753-16$2

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
7.25%
INTEREST

DRIVERS Tractor trailer
$500 sign on bonus trnme
hate openings tor exper
onced OTR drivers with
dean MVR Paid time at
home benefits. up to
$1800 per year bonuses
Communicate with dispatch trom inside your
truck Call Chuck at Jolla

Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available'
100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for eariy withdrawal

020

Node*
KENLAKE State Resort
Parks Hot August Blues
and Barbecue Festival,
Sunday August 30th Tickon sale now Seven
nours of lye Blues Music
For addioonal information
call 1 800325-0143

(ll
Repair BR %NOS

NV ard Elkins
753-1713

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE
CALL 753-1916

SNEAK PREVIEWS
2.43 AC - $19,1100
257111uczniorr
Save thousands on select lakefront parcels during sneak preview of new project.
Beautifully wooded,long pristine frontage
on Barkley Lake. Boat, fish, ski, enjoy!
Excellent bank financing. Offer ends
8/31/92 Calrtiow 800-858-1323. Woodland Acres 8:30-8:30, 7 days.

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
753-4199
AURORA Pine Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza
fresh salads sandwiches
gyros Open al year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119
Tues
1.349.34

LEiP T3 CRI,E
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
ALLIANCE
yak•Ca•

1 1•11•POG CIENTE%
111,••• ,
LISAMOSI.••

NURSES Aide. full time
3-11 shift Prefer CMA or
CNA. but will train Pleasant work atmosphere
Apply in person at Fern
Terrace Lodge. 1505 Stadium View Dr. EOE

1-800-334-1203
02c

Penman

Every Tuesday NIQM at 7:00
(Deers epee at IMO

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west u Johnny Robinson Road.
southu Sp. Hoe Road, 01 00 Se. Has Road 1/4 iris

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
753-0466 P 0 Box 1033 Murray
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PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now wrIten in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'h,
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service. We
represent 7 A.M. UM A- or A+ rated'
companies to give youth.best possible rates
and service. Wei may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West. Ky. for OWN 30 yews and
would like to be your Agent.

Reward

ADOPTION Intelligent devoted couple most anxious
to grve love and a wonderful
future to your newborn All
legal, medical and Irving
expenses pad Let us help
Call collect
you
516 621 5574

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkineville Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main
Murray, KY 753-41119
Nationwide toll tree:
14110-466-41110

,....!•••••••110."•••••
•
-

•••• • --

•••• •

AVERAGE $Whour. Now
hiring demonstrators for
Nouse of Lloyd home pa'w
kueiness. Ni investment.
Weekly commission
checks. Call Cindy.
753-14110 for an Imerview

• „•

•

• ,p.p. 7 •
•• .111
•
•,••••••••
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s•
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WILL do housecleaning
Call Rhonda, 436-2149
Have references

CASH paid for good, used
nfles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
OAK piano, Old barn logs
and lumber. 753-0266
TOP dollar for junk cars and
trucks 436-5322

I WILL keep children in my
home experienced and
good with children
753-7044

USED and antique furniture. glass, tools, quilts.
474-2262.901-642-6290

WANTED, general or
heavy duty housecleaning.
References furnished For
futher information call 15000 BTU air conditioner,
436-5305. If no answer call excellent condition.
436-2780 and leave 753-0905.
message
1961 FORD F-100 pick-up.
Ashley wood stove For
more information call
436-2714 or 436-5711,

Offered

BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc. We haul top
sod, gravel. NI dirt, while
rock, np rap. 759-1828.

STANLEY all metal insulated single side lite front
door and antique brass ceding fan, tulip light kit and
Fasco control. 435-4597
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45.00 60.00

40.00 48.00 66.00 64.00

72.00 80.00

4

15.00 30.00 45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00
20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00120.00
_.

220

280

Mobile
Booms For Rem

Musket

FOR sale Bach trumpet, 28R, complete kitchen, diused 2 years. good condi- ning area, full bath, Irving
room, located in Highland
tion. Call 753-6358.
Estates in Almo. Available
GRAND Piano, rebuilt and now. 759-4507.
refinished, $3600
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
437-4432.
electric or gas Walking disPIANO tuning and repair, tance to college. 753-5209
753-2099
PIANO tuning, expert service and repair. John Gottschalk, 753-9600

COINS and STAMPS are
popular. A new selection of
stamps is now available at
The Book Rack (in Murray
at Dixieland Shopping Center) and Decades Ago (in
Hazel), These stores also
sell coins, proof sets, silver
dollars, collector supplies.
You may also visit us at
Toonerville Trolley (in
Hazel), Treasure House
(Southside Manor in Murray) and the Mercantile
(Aurora). We buy coins and
stamps and appraise estates. CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS, 753-4161,
250

Areellta

1 AND 2br, deposit required, no pets 753-8848
before 8pm.
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray. 753-4109
2BR townhouse, at appliances, no pets. $425/mo.
Deposit required.
753-1266. 753-3493 after
5Pm,
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY, is now renting You
must be 62, handicapped.
or disabled New 1 and 2br
units. 502-527-8574 for
more information. Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEW duplex, available
Sept. 1, 2br, 2 full baths, all
appliances, furnished, utility with w/d hook-up, garage, deck. Lease required,
no pets, $475/mo
435-4235 leave message

Business
Serdces

EVERYDAY CARPET
PRICES, FROM:
1.99 sq. yd.
GRASS

SCULPTURED
Why Pay Ratan?
Now and Uss0 Guns
Sava tias
Cal Wksat753-3102
Ms 5 p.m.

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

111111sstellarneyealtay.M1.1.segilkolValis
Laws, Nook Around

67,04o
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2.99 sq. yd.

K

"COMPARE EQUALS AND SAVE"
FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW BEFORE YOU
BUY:
"BE SURE IT'S 100% NYLON"
YOUR NO-STAIN OLFIN CARPET
WILL MAT & CRUSH &
LEAVE INDENTIONS. YOUR POLY &
BLENDS CAN FUZZ.
14:42511-41111
Mon.-F11.
Or
re
TM $
Local
SM.
9-5 p.m.
4981963

A1A FIREWOOD preseason sale. $25Mck deferwed 492-6254.

'-; .41

99' SCI. yd. S
-2101-ert. yd. 0--

PLUSH

•a.

120

1, 2, 3 or 4BR furnished
apartments, nice, near university 753-6111 daytime,
753-0606 nights.

AUTO/BOAT

•

, •• „

40.00

50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

11011 Pogue Ave.
7150-0040
Cieen Used Furniture•Aa
pliant's, and Mee. Items
Use Our Lwstriey Plan
Na. Renting Pereendo

•••

• ••

35.00

30.00 40.00

MEWS NM BIN

•
' •--,

•

25.00 30.00

PRIVATE Investigator
D B.A. Confidential Investigations, Southside ShopCOMPUTERS
ping Center, Suite 0102,
SALE
FOR
Murray, 753-2641.
NICE 2br duplex, stove,
One 416 DX50 with wee
refrigerator, dishwasher,
monitor $1,600 and one
wid hook-up, central h/a,
3M DX40 with color ma
carpeted throughout, availator $1,150.
able Sept. 1st. No pets
Also, ell custom build
plus deposit.
you a personal converter
12x70, 2BR, 14 bath, $350/mo
Days 753-1953, nights
at an afford.* pries.
newly remodeled, appliances, awning and 753-0870.
Call 753-1655
underpinning with many ex- TAKING applications for
tras. Excellent condition. section 8 rent subsidized
$8,500 0130. 753-1410.
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedis5
1981, 3BR, 2 bath, all rooms. Apply Hilldale Apts.
or call
Appliances
electric, nice. 489-2332 at- Hardin, Ky.
7pm. 502-437-4113 EHO.
before
am
9
and
refrigerator,
FROST free
$150. 753-2339 or 1985, 14x70, 3BR, 144 VERY spacious 2br, 2 bath
753-8767.
baths, good condition. duplex Northwood Dr., ap$9300. Call 753-4382 days pliances furnished, central
and nights. 753-3590 air and gas heat. $475/mo.
1 year lease. 1 month deponights only.
sit No pets. Call 753-2905
1987, 14x70, EXTRA nice,
HIDE-a-way bed couch, must be moved, must sell.
330
$150. 759-9883 after 5pm. 753-4459,
Rooms
For Rent
ed, 1988, 14x80. 3br, on lot
KING size •
rs, 753-0218 or 753-5592
pedestal
se.
COLLEGIATE female
Po
mirror. 32' PARK model traveler needing roommate to share
trailer, air and waterbed. 2br house within walking
7
Excellent for college stu- distance to MSU, $150/mo
KING size waterbed group. dent, set-up on rental lot. and 'h utilities. Phone work
12 drawer pedestal, rail 759-4414.
at 762-3775. After 5pm,
pads, headboard, triple
753-7414.
Poles.
Meter
CUMMINGS
dresser with hutch, mirror,
in
mobile
Specializing
FEMALE wants to share
5 drawer chest and nighthome electric services. 200 3br house, $175/mo., utilistand $450. 753-3694.
$325.
amp
100
$375.
amp.
ties included, new campus
PAPASAN chair for sate, 435-4027.
753-3515.
$35 759-4994.

•

•

w, •

8"

10.00 20.00

LARGE Ashley wood furnace, 100,000 BTU, 3
years old Call after 7pm,
753-3705

CASH for mobile home
tires 57-512 each
436-2578

CUT this out and save my
number Do house cleaning call Betty, 474-2131, or
leave message Have
references

1(1"

T.

3

LET us make your clothes.
alter and repair. Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals,
gowns and tuxedos. Flutes
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N. 121, Mur753-6981,
COMPUTER Technology ray
Computer
Plus, Inc
MILUONAIR ES MILLIONcourses, seminars, and AIRES, PANGBURN'S
computer programming CANDY IS BACK IN MUR759-9158
RAY. Charlie's Safe-T
Pharmacy.
140
Flex with leg extenSOLO
Want
sions and butterfly, $750
To Buy
0130. 753-3506.
500 GAL., good used propcomputer
ane tank 759-4515, STUDENT desk,
stand, book shelf. Ideal for
6-10pm only.
back to school. 435-4597.
ANTIQUES by the piece or
extencollections Call 753-9433 WERNER aluminum
sion ladder, 16' with stanafter 5pm
doff, like new, $50.
BUYING 12 1960's GI 753-2023
Joes 492-8103

WANTED barmaids, waitresses dancers, $500 plus
weekly Doll House Cafe.
Paris TN 642-4297, 4-12

••

16.00 24.00 32.00

KING wood stove by
Ashely, $100 OBO
753-9745

COCA-Cola/Pepsi Cola
route, $100,000 annual potential Requires $17.800 to
start. 1-800-825-2573.

PARK RANGERS Game
wardens. secUray, maintenance, etc No exp necessary For information call
219-769 6649, ext 7159,
8am-8pm, 7 days

•

8.00

KILLS FLEAS! By ENFORCER Flea Killers for
Pets, home and yard. Guaranteed effective. Buy ENFORCER at: Murray TV
Home and Auto Hardware,
North Side Shopping
Center

The City of Murray has a vacancy for an Entry
Level Patrol Officer, Murray Police Department.
Applicants must be 21 years ofage and have a high
school diploma or GED. Applications and job
descriptions are available in the City Clerk's
Office, 207 South 5th Street, Monday through
Friday, 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Deadline for applications - August 27, 1992, 5:00 p.m. Minimum
salary $14,319.00, health insurance and CERS
Hazardous Duty Retirement. The City of Murray
is an equal opportunity employer operating under
an affirmative action plan.
William N. Cherry
Mayor

STOLEN mailbox ornament and name plate from
box on Echnborouge Dr in
Gatesborough Subdvn
My information please cell
753-6931

2

15.00 20.00

Articles
For Bab

JOB OPPORTUNITY

LOST in Panorama Shores
wea, black and while mate
Setter with black eyes.
named Bandit. Call
753-6482 or 436-5717.

10.00

I SO

SEWING jobs wanted, including formal. wear
753-1061.

Lost in Penney Area Tag 13113
Call 753-1916 Days Ask for Brian

FOUND:
la
00t4° 'all

6.00

9"

5" - 6"

25e per word $5.00 minimum lit day.
5e per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
$1.75 extra far shopper (Taas. ClassiRsda go into Shopping Guide)
$2 00 extra for blind box ads.

FRESH Kentucky Lake catfish, live or dressed. Murray
Bait Co., 753-5693.

Last
And Rued

1

4"

3"

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

I will babysit weekdays in
my home 759-1683

4Nee4

WOULD like to meet nice
man in late 60's, early 70's
Must be dean, honest, non
smoker, non drinker or use
drugs Must be honest. like
to dance. like C&W music
Us correspond Call
247-9685 days

TURNING AGE 65?

•

Inc

KITCHEN help days arid
evenings Waiters, and
waitresses days Expen
ence preferred, but not a
must Apply between
2-4pm in person. Seafood
Express Olympic Plaza
No phone calls please

2"

Wanda
Wasted

13 IMMEDIATE OPEN.
INGS NEED a job" A
GED" Hope for the future?
You may quality if You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- JTPA
CaIIJTPA Out Of School
9 3 7 8 ,
7 5 3
8a m 1130am

FULL time career oriented
individual needed to fill our
opening for an inside sales
person Murray location
Position requires basic
computer knowledge and
sales experience is desir •
able Motivated applicants
send resume to P 0 Box
941 Paducah KY 42001

1"

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

PART-time office personnel approx 20 hours/
week 7 30ain 12pm No
EARN up to $33984 per exp necessary Send reproour
week assembling
sume to P0 Box 328
ducts at home Amazing
recorded message reveals PART time kitchen help
Call needed
Must work
details
weekend nights must be
1 404 818 6310
18 Apply at Pizza Magic.
EXPERIENCED waitress Aurora after 4 30pm WedMon thru Fri Sam 3pm nesday thru Sunday No
Apply at Parris 410 Main phone calls
Murray No phone calls
SALES clerk, sewing explease
perience necessary Apply
EXPERIENCED painters in person at Murray Sewing
needed tor local business Center, Bel Air Center
Payroll taxes are withheld
as required Call 753 8823 SOMEONE to help mow
for further information
lawns 753-4591
Transportation.
1-800 873-5653

Days

TRANSPOWIAT1ON

Help
Wanted

•

BABYSITTER needed to
keep 3 year old, weekday
afternoons and do light
housework References re
golfed For more information call 436 2848

Kut 'N Kurt
i.utti,idt. Shopping(ir

$1.715 per column inch arra for Tuesday.

090

nen
Wanted

Notice

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run. 60% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Penod

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Sales
Mob:a• Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
. Farms For Sale
_Homes For Sale

•'7(i

(Effective Jan 2, 1991)

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

MERCHANDISE
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
............Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Se wing Machines
Sports Equipment
.
Firewood
Musical
TN. & Radio
Pets & Supplies
NIKCE.1.1.\NEM
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

AlA

UPI
Notice

Classified Ad Rated

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

060

Ala

ADJUSTMENTS
their ade
Advertisers are requested to cheek the first insertion of
for
responsible
be
will
Time*
•
Lodger
Murray
The
for any error.
immedireported
be
should
error
Any
insertion.
only one incorrect
ately so corrections can be made.

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

,
•

•

•••••.•••=••••
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CLASSIFIEDS
Apartments
For Rent

Livestock
& Supplies

LOOKING for roommate
cheap and close to cam
759 2545 or
pus
753-3213

Murray State
University
Murray, Ky.
Boar Test Sale
at the
Exposition Center
Sept. 10, 1992

1.10
Houses
For Rent
1BR house on Ky Hwy 783,
all appliances furnished,
S295/mo Deposit required
753-1266 753-3493 after
5pm
LARGE, older 2-story,
2-3br, 2 bath, central gas
heat and air, stove, dishwasher Available Sept
1st $475/mo plus deposit
753-0718, 753-2967

2-1

VERY clean 3br, 2 bath in
quiet neighborhood 2 car
garage lots of storage, fireplace, central air and heat
no pets, lease and references required 489-2741
360
For Rent
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available 753-2905 for more
information
370
livestock
& Supplies
14 STOCK
753-2902

18
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110

3ro

120

trailer

Soundness Scoring at
5.30 p.m. (CST)
Sale Starts at 730 pm
(CST)
Local and out-of-state
producers
For more information
contact Kevin Reagan,
Dept. of Agriculture

502-762-2093
Or
502-759-9061

Produce

WOODED building lots on
Lynwood Heights City water, natural gas, cablevisoon, 3 3/10 miles on 94
west from Murray City LimCANNING tomatoes, its 6% simple interest fipurple hull peas, nancing available
$6 00/bushel Also, bell 753-5841 or 753-1566
and banana peppers
753-8848 before 8pm
450
Farms
SWEET corn, cantaloupes
For Sale
waterrnellons, Blue Lake
and Kentucky Wonder GOOD productive 80 acre
green beans, tomatoes
arm with brick home tospaghetti squash, varieties bacco barn and large metal
snow
of winter squash,
barn, stocked pond, topeas Located 121, bacco base, lovely white
Graves/Calloway Co Line fencing in picture book setRd 489-2355
ting Located in Tennessee
only 8 miles south of Murray Offeied at $132,500
MLS 14069 Kopperud RePublia
sate
alty, 753-1222

CANNING and juicing tomatoes, we pick
$8 00/bushel, you pick
$6 00/bushel 492-8380

121 South to Overby
Rd., follow signs.
Thurs. & Frt.
7:00
Tool box for pickup
truck, washing machine, bicycles, lots of
clothes - all sizes,
misc.

180
Pets
& Supplies
AKC German Shorthai
Pointer pups, NSTRA
Championship blood lines
from good hunters White
wilrver or liver ticked, $200
For a super friendly, close
hunting dog, call collect,
885-7001
DAISY Grooming Saturday, by appointment
753-7819

HAVE an obedient, safe
BILLY Goats for sale, all
for show or home
dog
sizes Call after 5pm,
Classes or private lessons
759-9060
Serving Murray for over
DONKEYS, all sizes and 12yrs 436-2858
colors, let run with cattle,
helps keep coyotes away
753-6475 days 753 9918
nights
HUDSON Company Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies 753-4545. 759-1823,
753-6763

APPLES for freezing, canning or drying 753-4725,
McKenzie's Orchard

RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Rooting and Welding

Homes
For Sale
2 BEDROOM 1 bath, central h/a, remodeled attraclive interior, 1 5 acres, city
water, cable, 7 miles north
$34,500
in Almo
753-2317 after 6pm
3BR, 1 bath home in Southwest School District, extra
large lot, $38,000. Call
435-4194

Best Offer Sale

3BR, 1 bath brick, nice
neighborhood, well constructed. Call 753-6098.

94 East to 732 go 6,/:
miles to Boatwright
Rd.First house. Watch
for signs.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?

3BR, 2 bath brick home
located near Murray High.
Economical central gas
heat and electric air Completely redecorated for immediate move-in livability
Phone 753-5644

Fishing equip., color t.v 's,
stereo, toddlers to women's
large clothes, men's 3638x30, metal chifirobe,
alum truck louvers, 8 h.p
nang mower, lots of misc.

3BR brick, V% bath, 6
miles north of Murray
753-7549

Real
Estate
1 TO 31 acres on Hwy 121
North arid Roy Graham
Rd., Y. mile from city limits
Commercial or residential
potential 759-4081 after
6-30pm.

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

FOR RENT
Mini Storage
Sizes
4 X 10
10 X 20
5 X 4
5 X 10
Located behind Pet-tro Gas Station
641 North
753-3195
753-5585

4BR home near Murray
City Park. Just reduced to
$39,500. MLS *4374. Call
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.

OWNER transfered. spacious open floor plan, 3br, 2
bath plus sunroorn, patio
and bonus room, kg den,
central h/a, double garage,
fireplace wAnsert. Ig stor
age bldg satellite dish,
and all appliances stay. 1
mile east in Maplewood Estates Subdivision $79,900
759-1867.

1973 CONVERTIBLE Volkswagon, yellow, $2250
753-7414
1984 PONTIAC Phoenix
SE, 2-door, loaded, 83xxx
miles, $1750 OBO Call
7514128
1986 MUSTANG convertible, V-6, excellent condition, low mileage
753-9571

440

Ids
For Sale
LAKE Front: Possibly the
best remaining lot in Calloway on KY Lake, great
view, slope and location,
one mile south of Blood
River, $45,000. Bob Haley,
RE/MAX Properties,
753-SOLD.

Services
Offered

ANY remodeling building
painting, roofing Refer
ences 759 1110

CALL Larco for mobile
power washing and wet
sandblasting We Wash it
All'753-6587

1989 DODGE pick-up, 318
engine, automatic, ps/pb,
air, 34,000, sliding rear window Call 753-4570

1987 FORD Escort Wagon
GL. 53xxx miles, psipb, air,
am/fm cassette, $2700
OBO 901-247-5663

1989 Toyota
Truck

d70

Motorcycles
1979 HONDA CX500 custom, 11,000 miles, runs
good, 0100 753-0343
480
Auto
Services
NEW bug shields for pickups and vans, foreign and
domestic, dear and smoke
tint. $19.50/ea. Pick-up bed
mats, $34.50/ea. Key Auto
Parts Hwy 121S. 753-5500.

1990 GRAND Am Le,
4-door, new tires, 16 valve
DOHC, air, tilt, cruise, am/
fm stereo Reduced Call
759-4489

FOR RENT
WAREHOUSE OR
STORAGE BUILDING
LOCATED ON INDUSTRIAL ROAD
5000 with 12x14 overhead door and 1
service door

753-5976

CHARLIE Davidson All
types of roofing and repairs Torch down rubber
roofing 753 5812
CHIN Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COLSON S Home Repair
Remodeling carpentry
painting and plumbing
436-2575 after 5pm
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
arid Cooling Service Complete installation and serCall Gary at
vice
759.4754

BULLDOZING, backhoe,
septic system Call Horace
Sholar, 354-8161 after
4pm
CALL Gallimore Electric for
all of your electrical projects' Remodeling, landscape illumination, security, cable and phone
lines. Now wiring new
smart homes. Licensed
and insured. 759-1835

DIAL Builders New addi
bons new homes, pole
barns total remodeling No
lob too small 436 5272
DRYWALL, fin,shing re
pairs additions and blow
mg ceilings 753 4761

520
Boats
& Motors

1991 NISSAN Sentra XE,
still under warranty, $500
down and take over payments 759-1959

1971 CHEVELLE Malibu,
2-door, hard top, recently
restored, new Michelin
tires, local car, 64,000 actual miles Nice. $3750
Phone 492-8166. After
4 00, 753-8679

CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs Glen Bebber, 759 1247

BRYON'S LAWN SER
VICE Free estimates
753-4591 after 5pm

miles.
Call 753-6098

1989 RED Dodge Daytona,
one owner, local car, 53xxx
miles $5900 489-2524

CARPENTRY specializing
in decks and fences All
types of residential and
commercial work Quality
work references available
Call 759-1424

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed 753-1134

1987 MUSTANG GT,5 OL , 1990 SILVERADO, 4x4
T-tops, price negoti- Call after 5pm, 759-4936
black,
and
TOTALLY redecorated
Call
before 2 30pm
able
renovated 3 bedroom
753-7257
home on an acre lot Located between Murray and 1988 OLDS Cutlass SuKentucky Lake Attractive preme SL, automatic, air,
home and attractive price
all power equipment, new
!! Super Sharp !!
$60's Just reduced Con- ores, 32,600 miles Call
tact Kopperud Realty, 753-4451 8 00-5 00,
A/C, cassette, sun753-1222
753-1580 after 5pm
roof. 51,000 actual

BRICK home with 3br, living room, kitchen and dining room, large wood deck 1971 PLYMOUTH Roadon main level, has full base- runner, 440hp, $1500
ment with large den, utility OBO Can be seen 318 N
CLEAN-UP shop on Yi
and bath with one car gar- 6th St
acre, $13,000 436-2652
age. This house is in Can1978 OLDS Delta 88, good
KOPPERUD REALTY of- delight Estates on extra running shape, $500 Call
concrete
and
lot
large
of
fers a complete range
y after 5pm, 759-9060
Real Estate services with a driveway. Approximatel
sell
to
Priced
old.
year
one
1979 FORD T-Bird, psipb,
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices. by owner at $84,500 Call cruise, tilt, stereo. Excellent
753-8007
condition. 753-0775_
753-1222.
RE/MAX Properties Ltd.
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey,
Bob Haley, Jean Bird. BetAir Center. 502-753-SOLD,
1-800-369-5780.

Services
Otisred

1984 RANGER 4x4, excel- APPLIANCE REPAIRS
lent condition, 56xxx miles,
Factory trained by 3 maior
sliding back glass, $3950 manufacturers Most parts
Can be seen during day at
in stock, on my truck All
Steele & Allbritton,
work and parts warranted
call
753-5341 After 5pm,
Ask for Andy at The Ap753-6508
pliance Works 753 2455
1987 CHEVY 4-wheel
APPLIANCE SERVICE
drive, V. ton, 4-speed, utilKenmore, Westinghouse,
ton
1
ity bed 1983 Chevy
Whirlpool 30+ years exwith air, auto, new bed, like
BOBBY
perience
new ores 753-6475 days,
HOPPER, 436-5848
753 9918 nights
Secy.)e ROY
1987 FORD F-350 1 ton, BACKHOE
system, drive
Septic
HILL
good
flatbed with dump,
hauling, foundations
ways,
condition 759-2580 after
etc 759-4664
6pm

1984 NISSAN 200SX,
loaded. 82.000 miles
$2550 753-0783

4BR, 2 up, 2 down, just
been remodeled, will finance with good downpayment_ 834-7715.

410

1982 CHEVY Savored°, V.
ton, excellent condition
753-7389

1980 BUICK Century,
88xxx miles, 4-door, auto,
cruise, pis, pit, piw, white
with blue interior
759 9339

NEW 3 or 4br, LR, OR, 2
baths, central h/a, walk in
CL., self cleaning range,
microwave, dishwasher,
disposal, oak cabinets,
over 2000 sq ft , only
$69,750 753-5561 or
759-1610

4fin

Yard Sale

REGISTERED paint gelding, black saddle horse
$750/ea
gelding
753-6475 days, 753-9918
nights

BY owner 3br, 25 bath in
county Large rooms wi
cathedra/ ceilings, built-m
appl , two car garage, three
years old, 11 ac lot w/add
land available Reduced to
$90's 489-2543

$30

530

.190

Homes
For Sale

Lots
For Sale

14' JON boat, 1979 Evinrude 18hp, new carpet and
floors, 32Ib thrust trolling
motor, depth finder, trailer
436-2528

CALUMETS
CUSTOM
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
KITCHEN

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music, Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms

1985, 19' Sea Ray runabout, excellent condition,
140HP Mercruiser, stainless prop. 753-5927.

1986 MASTERCRAFT 351
Ford, extra nice, 450 hrs
GRAY 1986 Ford Crown
$11,000 753-7688,
Victoria, clean, sharp car,
759-4703
owner
91xxx miles, one
Call 753-3903
21' PONTOON boat with
35HP Johnson motor
MUST sell, 1989 Toyota
$2500 In the water, ready
Camry DX, auto, loaded
to go 753-4128
excelsunroof,
with power
lent condition. 65xxx miles
530
Retails for $9750 Asking
$8250 753-4260
Offered
A-1 TOWN/country yard
mowing,landscaping,tree
trimming,tree removal,light
hauling. Free estimates
Tim Lamb, 436-2528

495
Vans
1986 CHEVY Astro Mini
Van, 4.3L, V-6, auto., air, p
locks and windows, cruise,
am/fm cassette, high
miles, very clean, very
good mechanically, $4750.
436-5610

Al TREE Service. Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates. 753-0906 after
5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495.
A-1 TREE removal & tree
trimming. Light hauling &
odd jobs Free estimates
436-2102, ask for Luke

1990 FORD Aerostar van,
red exterior, grey interior,
loaded, 39,000 miles
$10,500 492-8899 after
6pm

AA TREE trimming and
yard mowing. 436-2102
ask for Paul.

FULL size 1983 Chevy
Conversion van, a/c,
cruise, am/fm cassette, excellent condition, $5500.
753-9371 after 5pm.

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates.
489-2303

Ogoffo

AL'S hauling, yard work,
tree removal, mowing. Free
estimates 759-1683

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY AlURRAY ;Beflond Bunny Bread:
753-SW
111 10••.„0,
110.

IANCEIEPAIIF1
FIPPL
SWIMS
on all brands window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steeltallbritten, Inc.
Mathis Transmission Service
4th St., Murray
753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic •81 standard
transmissions.
Fluid & Filter
Special 829.95 most makes & models
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty
624 N.

05

are
thus

YARD
SALE
SEASON

iya-ndparenti7dçi

3Ie
are
ing
mo
ork

September 13th
Show offyour grandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murray Ledger & Times, Saturday, September 12, 1992.
i••• I
• COUPON am nos
Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in
your paper. (Photo enclosed.)

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE

Ads mait-be paid in advance

Name of Grandparents

Send photo agmes of gram-loan/its_ name of child.
envelope for
return of ongmal photo and payment to

Friday 3
Monday Edition
Saturday 10
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3
Wednesday Edition
y3
Tuesda
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3
Friday Edition
Thursday 3
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Bring in by September 10
(12 noon) to be published
September 12th.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

••

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
•
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P.O. Box 1040
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DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:

Enclosed is $7.00 let. picture- $5.00 each additional picture
and stamped, self-address envelope for return of picture.

(maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed

insertion
insertions
insertions

1
2
3

7.50
12.50
9.5.00

Name of Child

Shawn, Tenaya & Reese Covert
Grandparents: Susie Covert
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Wawryck
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CLASSIFIEDS

KENTUCKY BACKROADS
By Berry Craig
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COLUMBUS, Ky. - Yankees
weren't just the enemy to Len G.
Faxon, Civil War editor of the Columbus Crescent.
They were "bow-legged,
wooden-shoed, sour craut stinking,
Bologna sausage eating, hen roost
robbing ... sons of ----." Their
commander was a lying, thieving,
treacherous drunk who "embodied
the leprous rascalities of the
world" and deserved to be hanged,
according to Faxon, whose verbal
broadsides were as withering as
any in a Civil War newspaper.
"Civil War newspapers were
partisan by nature," says western
Kentucky historian John Robertson,
a professor at Paducah Community
College. "But you'd have to look
pretty hard to find an editor more
vitriolic than Faxon."
Faxon's fulminations even
amaied war correspondent William
Howard Russell of the London
Times. He published them in "My
Diary North and South," his
American Civil War journal.
Faxon spoke for most of his
readers, according to Robertson.
"Columbus was strongly proConfederate," he said. Almost
everybody celebrated when the
Rebels turned the little Mississippi
River town into a mighty fortress
dubbed "Gibraltar of the West."
Before the advent of the Confederates in September 1861, the
object of Faxon's disaffection was
the Union army at nearby Cairo,
Ill, In June, .an armed Yankee
steamboat chugged down river
from Cairo and landed at Columbus
after the crew spied a big Rebel
flag flying over the town.
The federals took the flag back
to Cairo as a war trophy, enraging
Columbus Confederate sympathizers, including Faxdb, who inked his
pen and cut loose in the Crescent.
Had Russell not seen a copy of the
Crescent at the Union camp in
Cairo, Faxon's blood-and-thunder
editorial might have been forgotten. No copies of the Crescent are
known to exist.
But Russell quoted Faxon as
wishing that the folds of the captured flag "had contained a thousand asps to sting" 1.000 Yankees
"into eternity unshriven."
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Services
Offered

Nil sales at Sears
iv Call Sears 753 2310
tree estimate for your
rods

Free esti
PLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service M work
guaranteed 492 8816

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

bushhogging leveling
it or gravel and seeding
it ds call 753-3413

REFINISHING stripping
custom woodworking
753-8056

NE RAL Repair plumbg roofing tree work
16 2642

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Rooting siding
painting, plumbing con
crew Free estimates Call
474-2307

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
sured Estimate available
759 4690

ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing, gravel. sand, don drive
way rock 753 4545
753-6763

THWEATT S Generator
Alternator and Starter Ser
vice Route 1 Aimo KY
538742

SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
Repair, replacement new
installation, pumping sew
ers. footings. basements
Backhoe loader service
BFiENT ALLEN 759 1515

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
Servicing $15 most repairs
$35 New locator Route 1
Aimo Open 9 12 1 5
Mon Fri 753 05.30

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
7512674

WET Basemen:" Water
wider *louse we guarantee
to stay ory Morgan and
Son Constr..rct.on Padu
k • 442 '026
cab
1 800 242 3:i:A

JT TERING By Sears
ass residential and corntoolsl continuous gutters
'stalled for your specifics
um Call Sears 753 2310
x free estimate
ADAWAY Construction
ne remodeling paint
g. wallpaper carpentry
our covering No lob too
nail 436 2052
L.,ME Imporement Spe
.ii.st Vinyl siding win
:iys carports. and patio
iciosures 753-0280
'CHEN CABINET RE
' ETIY existing doors &
s with vvoodgrain for
•,
a all colors Free esti
Wulff s Recovery
' -ay 436-5560

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492 8742

SUREVVAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with tux
line of equipment Free es .
timates Day or night
753 5484

- HE,. Paring 'over
i-iperience'All
I anci seal coat
Backhoe exca
hauling
-53
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Add-on re roots hee esu
753 7317
mates
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ttis

arid ex
ry work Over
20 yews e•ounence Ralph
Warkry 416 56:25
ts.'

Carpet Cleaning
a,: your upholstery
•ig call 753 5827
mates Specials'
$15 off $60
••
1,•
for electric,
iSE
geration Installaand repair Free esti•-es '537203
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T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical Clean
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Only $5A Week"
Stop by our office today or call 753-1916

To report local news, call 753-1916

The Yankees probably would
have been too beery to feel it,
according to Faxon. He also wrote,
"The mosquitos of Cairo have
been sucking the lager-bier out of
the dirty soldiers up there so long,
they are bloated and swelled up as
large as spring possums."
Faxon added: "An assortment of
Columbus mosquitoes went up the
other day to suck some, but as they
have not returned, the possibility is
they went off with delirium tremens; in fact, the blood of these
Hessians would poison the most
degraded tumble bug in
existence."
After blasting the bluecoats,
Faxon turned to their leader, Col.
Benjamin Prentiss, who would
make general and fight heroically
at the battle of Shiloh. Faxon also
denounced him as "a miserable
hound, a dirty dog ... who has
served his regular five years in the
penitentiary and keeps his hide
continually full of Cincinnati
whiskey."
When Union troops occupied
Columbus in early 1862, Faxon
was gone. He gave up the Crescent
to raise a company of guerrilla
scouts for the Rebel army.
Faxon's new successor renamed
the Crescent the Daily Confederate
News. The News became the War
Eagle under Union occupation.
"Edited and published by Sergi
H.L Goodall Co. 'D 2d III. Cav.
Government Printer," the masthead
proclaimed, doubtless to the mortification of Len G. Faxon had he
seen the Yankee paper clanking off
his presses.

Innovative Procedure
Performed AtCommuni Hospital
Ended On A Happy ote
•

Ken Campbell

Since birth, Kenneth Campbell has been unable to function
like everyone else. Born with a small bladder,his body was not
capable of normal urinary processes.-Then Dr. Stuart Brodsky
and 1)r. A1ichael IcBee performed a reconstructive augmentation
to increase the size of Ken's bladder by utilizing part ofhis colon.
"1..yen though it was a difficult decision to have this kind
of experimental surgery, I really had no reservation about having
it done at Community," Ken remembers."I had complete faith
in my physicians and the hospital. I think there's a certain
sense of security when you know you're being cared for
by people you 1:now"
This innovatice procedure was the
fiat ofits kind in this area and was polOrmed
at Community Hospital in ItWiekl.
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Today is Wednesday, Aug. 19. the 232nd day of 1992. There are 134
days left in, the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One year ago, on Aug. 19, 1991, Soviet hard-liners announced to a
shocked world that Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev had been
removed from power. Russian federation President Boris N. Yeltsin, defying the coup plotters, called for a general strike.
On this date:
In 1812, the USS Constitution, also known as "Old Ironsides,"
defeated the British frigate Guerriere in a naval battle east of Nova Scotia
during the War of 1812.
In 1848, the New York Herald reported the discovery of gold in
California.
In 1929, the comedy program "Amos and Andy," starriag Freeman
Gosden and Charles Correll, made its network radio debut on NBC.
In 1942, 50 years ago, about 6,000 Canadian and British soldiers
launched a disastrous raid against the Germans at the port city of Dieppe,
France, suffering about 50 percent casualties.
In 1955, severe flooding in the Northeast caused by the remnants of
Hurricane Diane claimed some 200 lives.
In 1976, President Gerald R. Ford won the Republican presidential
nomination at the party's convention in Kansas City.
In 1980, 301 people aboard a Saudi Arabian L-1011 died as the jetliner
made a fiery emergency landing at the Riyadh airport.
In 1981, two U.S. Navy F-14 jet fighters shot down a pair of Sovietbuilt Libyan SU-22's in a dogfight over the Gulf of Sidra toward the end
of a two-day American naval exercise.
Ten years ago: Israel's Cabinet approved a U.S. plan calling for the
withdrawal of Palestinian and Syrian forces from west Beirut. In
Washington, Congress approved a $98.3 billion package of tax and
revenue increases. In the Soviet Union, cosmonaut Svetlana Savitskaya
became the second woman to be launched into space.
Five years ago: A third convoy of U.S. warships and reflagged Kuwaiti
tankers slipped into the Persian Gulf before dawn and headed up the
waterway behind a screen of mine-seeking helicopters.
Today's Birthdays: Author Ring Lardner Jr. is 77. Jockey Willie Shoemaker is 61. Actress Debra Paget is 59. Tennis coach Renee Richards is
58. Sen. David Durenberger, R-Minn., is 58. Singer Johnny Nash is 52.
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton is 46. Actor Gerald McRaney is 44. Actor
Adam Arkin is 36.
Thought for Today: "One can live in the shadow of an idea without
grasping it." — Elizabeth Bowen, Irish author (1899-1973).

Tea years ago
Oneida Boyd, president. and Billie Hall, treasurer, both of Murray
Woman's Club are pictured presenting a donation of $100 to
Lavaughn Wells, choral director of
Calloway County High School and
Bill Roberts, president of Calloway
County High School Chamber Singers Booster Club, for the Chamber
Singers' trip to Austria.
The Almo High School Class of
1957 held its 25-year reunion on
July 31. A social hour was at the
home of Ila Hopkins Brown and a
dinner at the Holiday Inn.
Karen Suzanne McKinney and
Daryl Frank Coles were married
June 26 at Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church.
The Pigskin Review Section concerning football teams in Murray
and Calloway County is published
today. Jim Rector is sports editor
of the Manly Ledger & Times.

Twenty years ago
terminal at Murray -Calloway
Hal Perry was the apparent low County Airport.
bidder for alterations and additions
Dr. Karl F. Hussung of Murray
to Murray-Calloway County HospiState College Faculty is one of 30
tal. His bid was $570,897, accord- selected college and university
ing to Holmes Ellis, chairman of teachers of chemistry named to
the Hospital Commission.
attend a 12-day conference, sponJoe Sills is the new director and
sored by National Science FoundaJames L. Light Jr. is associate
tion, at the University of Southern
director of Murray High School
California.
Band this year.
Miss Janice Carolyn Pace and
Kathy Outland and Jill Austin of
Mason
Dale Outland were married
Murray won the 12 and Under
3
Aug.
at Kirksey Methodist
Doubles title in the Kentucky CenChurch.
tral Tennis Tournament.
The Rev. James Dodd of WaxaRecent births reported at Murray
chachie, Texas, has been named
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
pastor of First Assembly of God
Mrs. Clyde Koon, a girl to Mr. and
Church, at South 16th Street and
Mrs. Bobby Gene Byars, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Glen Stone, a
Glendale Road, Murray.
Births reported include a boy to boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wilson E.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Melloy, Aug. 10. Coleman, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Starks, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Thirty years ago
The state of Kentucky has allo- Charles A. Conley, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gene H. Sowell.
cated $5,000 for work on the new

Forty years ago
Bobby McDougal of Murray
Training School showed the Senior
Grand Champion and Grand
Champion, and Dan Cain of Almo
showed the Junior Chamkpion in
Cattle Show held Aug. 18 at
Mayfield.
A feature story about Berry
Bowen of Bell City Grocery is
published. The story was written
by Joette Lassiter.
Miss Charlene Orr and Billy Joe
Saunders, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus Saunders, were married Aug.
15 at the home of the bride's
mother, Mrs. Laverne Orr.
Bobby Falwell was top batter in
Little League Baseball League this
season. David Gage was second.
Fred Cain and Ted Lawson are
vacationing in New Orleans, La.,
and points in Mississippi and
Florida.

Dear Abby
(EDITOR'S NOTE:Dear Abby
is on a two-week vacation. Following is a selection of some of
her favorite past letters from
1972 and 13.)
DEAR READERS: Some
years ago, I printed a "Confidential to Senior Citizens":
"Some of my most fascinating
and informative mail comes
from senior citizens. Will you
please send me a postcard
telling me what your biggest
problem is? Money? Failing
health? Loneliness? Boredom?

And if you have no serious problems, send a postcard telling me
how you manage to stay happy.
A million thanks! — ABBY"
Here's a sample of what they
sent me:
DEAR ABBY: You asked senior
citizens what their biggest problems
were. Money? Health? Loneliness?
Boredom?
I can't speak for the men, but I
can tell you that the biggest problems most women have are as follows:
When a husband retires, he lid -

lows his wife around all day
remarking on how she does the
housework, cooking, etc., and none
of it is complimentary.
Also, he never lets his wife go
anywhere alone. He has to tag
along because his own interest in
sex is waning. and he starts amusing her of sei•ing other men. In
other words, husbands get jealous
because they can't perform as well
themselves.
Men retire, hut we middle-class
wives continue to do our regular
holisework because of our limited
me. which has been worsened

by inflation.
Doctors who see senior citizens
will confirm the above, for which
there is no solution at the present
time. But with women's liberation,
maybe the future will be better for
coming generations.
I can't sign my name because all
phone calls and mail are monitored
here, and I'll have to carry this
around in my purse until I can
sneak it into a mailbox.
TRAPPED IN FORT MYERS
DEAR ABBY: I try not to think
about it, but my children are too
busy to come to see me, and if I
waited for them to call me on the
phone, I'd never hear from them.
My grandchildren are no better.
They send presents once in a while,
hut the best present would be for
them to visit me more often.
NEGLECTED IN L.A.

Daily Comics
THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
1992 LP...el-Li ;Ness Syndcate

DEAR ABBY: I am 67 years old,
and I am crazy. I got this way taking care of my mother, who is 92.
She is positively the most impossible woman who ever lived. UnfortunatelY, she is in better health than I
am. I'd sign this but she'd kill me.
STUCK IN ENCINO

Hey! How's ihis?- of
Fndora pufs some Kind
one
no
and
a curse on Darren,
can --F,-gure out what the heck

DEAR ABBY: My problem
wasn't mentioned in your list. It's
impotence, which causes many of us
men to feel depressed and dejected.
We love our wives, but we can't perform. After the doctor completes our
checkups, he smiles and says,"Sex
is all in your head." That's humbug!
Here we are in Florida, home of
the Fountain of Youth, but like
Ponce de Leon, we can't find the
well.
READY, WILLING.
BUT NOT ABLE

kgpPemr1.9 unti Sarnar4a cAhes on!

CALVIN and HOBBES
I4ER 111E071 IS NAT IF I
JUST DONT %INK. AB011T
11-1EM, NEAL GO kr4k1

%Mgt 13Z1) MAN NEID
ME TO MINX ABOuT WADI
EYIST-

., 11
vihic.

didgligx4

...OF COUR%, TIAAT IDEA OF
BEING DRAGGED UNDER WE BED
AND DENIOURED 81 MONSTERS
145 A Wt'( OF GRIPPING DE AND
la) 115 t401 \KE.
Mot' AND DAD GO
Mkt WHEN I STOP
TRINKI% ABOUT THEM

DEAR READERS: This series
of responses from senior citizens will be continued tomorrow.
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It, 11111110,

CATHY
Or DIM OF A 8E-10-8E

DAY 2*. AlTEMPTED TO LEAVE
A TOOTHBRUSH AT HIS HOUSE.

DAY 1 GOT RING AND
PLEDGED TO SHARE OUR LOVE
OUR HOPES, OUR DREAMS,
OUR ELIERNTFIING FOREVER
AND EVER AND EVER...

A DRAWER!
i.,
SHE'S
TAKING
OVER MW
HOUSE!!
SHE MS A
WHOLE
DRAWER!!
...........--

A DRAWER??
WE'RE EN&AGED TO BE
MARRIED AND
ALL I GET IS
A MEASLY
DRAINER ??!

[

Dr. Gott
DEAR DR. Garr From a recent
column of yours, I learned that you
are not too timid to be critical of your
medical colleagues if you believe the
situation warrants it. For that reason,
I'm writing to see if you can inform-me of an unpleasant suspicion I'm
harboring. Recently a young staff
writer for our local newspaper did a
series of features about skin cancer.
She stated that malignant melanoma
is the "deadliest kind of skin cancer."
Are any of the others deadly?
DEAR READER: Malignant melanoma IS a deadly skin cancer because
it often burrows deeply and may have
already spread by the time it is discovered and removed. The incidence
of melanoma is rapidly rising, probably because of the diminishing ozone
level above the earth and the increasing strength of the sun's ultraviolet
radiation.
Other forms of skin cancer may be
as deadly as melanoma, but the latter
is often judged to be the "deadliest"
because it is common and more people are getting it. I believe your staff
writer was correct.
Melanoma is a brown or black, rapidly growing, painless skin lesion that
may occur in areas hidden from view
as well as on exposed skin surfaces.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "What You Should Know
About Skin Cancer." Other readers
who would like a copy should send
$1.25 with a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to PO. Box 91369,
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: With the frightening increase of tubtftuIosis now,
what procedure should be taken when
a TB skin test reads doubtful positive,
chest X-ray is negative and there are
no other symptoms?
DEAR READER: A doubtfully positive skin test should, in my opinion,
be repeated using a stronger skin test
solution. However, even if the second
skin test were positive (indicating
that you were probably exposed to tuberculosis in the past), I would continue to monitor the situation without
treatment. Your normal chest X-ray
is pretty good evidenceatcninst you
having an active TB infection.
My comments are meant to be paeral. U,for.ezample, you worked in a
hospital with TB pliant, and developed a positive skis test, I'd treat you
of a normal chest X-ray
because there is such a high probability for infection.

8-19

The writers for "Bewitched" sit down to their
weekly brainstorming session.

Crosswords
ACROSS
1 With "The,"
popular
clothing
outlet
4 "— of Fools"
8 Predilection
12 Peer Gynt's
mother
13 Story
14 Poker stake
15 Shovels
17 Hurry
19 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
20 Brim
21 Gravestone
abbr.
22 Demon
23 Toward
shelter
25 Be ill
26 Mr. Pacino
27 Uncouth
person
28 High
mountain
29 Lubricated
32 Printer's
measure
I 2 3

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
) WELL,01180
SHF-SOK,MIKa.LOCK-:
',W.)KNEW MARTHA L13P6
tiMV
H
yia)
LOFINTelb,
See
WORi<ING KERE VA.)SETAKSHEWRN lb
Ivl-OPFoR THIS,GoRD I - KNOW liqu<.
60504(lb ME.'? ,

-or
Fi3c

No wfiyINEGFITNE!
rvy --r,Ncri,1110ff

Answer to Previous Puzzle

33 Is present
35 Mother
36 "Lost in —"
38 Bow the head
39 Fruit seed
40 That thing
41 Condensed
moisture
42 Location
43 Seed
container
45 Insane
46 Evergreen
tree
47 Note of scale
48 Baker's
product
49 Deli meat
52 Aleutian
island
54 Redact
56 2.000 lbs
57 "— Property
is
Condemned''
58 Painful
59 vast age

!MAU DTAflØg B113111
121021 MEMO 1111;1121
1211181010 1:311110111101ZICI
01211510 D Ii1E1
13121MIQ1JU ULJ D fjJ
LIWUILICI MUG
DEM DUU CI0

JIM
SESOuuSAMO
EMU 11111113GI

alljo D
OWUUOt
010 E 131313131i1 DUll

CIO MOM ECU

10 Tiny particle
11 Leak through
16 "— Hard"
18 Above
21 Matured
22 "— Fly
I HOPE THIS
Away"
ISIST ONE. OF
23 King toppers
THOSE
24 Lantern
TWO- PARTERS
DOWN
25 In music,
high
Aeriform
26 Three-tqed
fluid
sloths
5 6 7
4
28 Devoured
29 Unusual
30 Send forth
13
12
OMEN 31 Tropical
19
17 la
15
fruit
ill
33 Play segment
22
21
34 At this time
11
20Il
37 Assist
39 Three Rivers
Stadium
WIWIl.
player
30 31
41 Europeans
42 Yellow ocher
35
43 Real estate
map
iiii
44 Solemn
39lU
ill
il
pledge
42111 45 Greek letter
46 Doom
48 Ralph
Krarnden
11iill
11
WIlU
MI
drove one
49 Title of
I. WI
il
WI
WI
respect
50 Barnyard cry
ill
51 Hostelry
53 Agave plant
55 Fulfill

GARFIELD
DILLY WRITE5 TO ASK
PROFESSOR AST RONOMY.
'NOW PAN14$ STARS ARE.
THERE IN THE UNIVERSE?"
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Looking Back

Today IN History
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EXCELLENT
QUESTION,
BILLY!

11

Cleopatra's
nemesis
3 Tolled
4 Dance
movement
5 Possesses
6 Negative
prefix
7 Danger
8 Prohibit
9 At home
ti 9 10 11
2

111
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IIl.id II WI
hi illl

Why Dogs Are the Most
Superior of All Creatures
On Land,Sea and Sky
and Maybe Space.
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Program allows teens to sentence juvenile offenders
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Perhaps for the first time in state history, some juvenile offenders will
truly get a jury of their peers after
a new Teen Court program begins
this week in northern Kentucky.
The Kentucky • Administrative
Office of the Courts has set up the
program as one way to try to prefirst-time offenders from
returning to the court system in the
t Wart:.
"They're going to realize it was
NrOng. especially if people your
,)An age think it's wrong and ... are
there to do something about it."
ia id Jennifer Herald, a 15-year-old
from Newport who hopes to act as
• Jelense attorney. in Teen Court.
Herald is among 20 youngsters
who haw been trained this summer
to serve as prosecutors.jurors. bailiffs and clerks for the program.
Teen Court juries won't decide
guilt. But they will recommend
sentences for defendants ages 10 to
1 7 from Boone. Campbell and Kenton counties who plead guilt) to or

are convicted of nonviolent
offenses for the first time.
The program has been used in
three other states besides Kentucky. It will be tried iq northern Kentucky for at least six months before
possibly being extended to three
other counties, said Deborah Williamson, director of Law-Related
Education in Kentucky.
Charter members of the first
Teen Court program were scheduled to be sworn in Monday b)
Campbell District Judge Mickey
Foellger and retired Judge Lambert
Hehl.
Jurors will make sentencing
recommendations to Hehl, who is
expected to preside over the court.
Likely defendants would be
teens who are guilty of status
offenses such as running away and
crimes such as shoplifting, alcohol
or drug use, trespassing. some
traffic violations, minor assaults
and other misdemeanors.
Sentences could include restitution. community service. counsel-

ing, alcohol evaluation and educational programs. Teens also could
be told to return to Teen Court to
act as a juror or attorney. In that
way, the court would staff itself.
Ms. Williamson said.
Officials expect Teen Court to
meet two nights a month and will
consider eight to 15 cases per session, Ms. Williamson said.
Tom Willenborg, the public
defender for juveniles in Boone
County, said roughly 20 percent of
the teens he defends would be eligible for Teen Court. Teens often
feel left out of the assembly line
proceedings in juvenile court, but
Teen Court might make a more

Contract Bridge

No Doubt About It
play low from dummy on the club
lead,take the nine with the ace,cash
the A -Q of trumps, and then return a
club to dummy's ten to force out the
king
This method of play guarantees
the contract regardless of how the
adverse cards are divided, as it asEAST
WES-1
sures you ofscoring six spades,three
•2+94
clubs and a heart trick. At worst,
•Q./ 2
•K
• A ,T
• 9S 65
East-West score a club and two diaT,
4,
monds, since your two heart losers
•h 3 2
-.10 III
can he discarded on dummy's clubs.
The big test comes at trick one
-7
•
when you must resist the impulse to
cover the nine of clubs with the ten.
•
This would be a misguided effort to
•A 6
avoid a club loser
The bidding
Declarer's first aim, as usual, is
North Last
South West
to make the contract, which natul'ass
2•
Pass
:•
rally takes precedence over any other
4+
factor Ducking the nine of clubs in
1 4prning lead — rune of clubs
dummy assures the contract, while
Assume you're in four spades and covering the nine jeopardizes it.
..V.•st leads the nine of clubs How Ducking the nine of clubs Is thereshould you proceed' If you're an im• fore the right play.
The hand dramatically illustrates
puisive player, you cover the nine of
isiuhs with the ten. East follows low, the vital importance of planning the
and. regardless of what you do from play before making any move from
this point on, you eventually lose two either hand at trick one. That is the
hearts and two diamonds to finish time when most contracts are won or
lost, and that is the time when a little
down one
Hut if you're a more cautious de- extra thought can produce substanclarer, you make the contract You tial dividends.
Tomorrow Bridge is a marvelous game
South dealer
Roth sides voi!

•
I II
• Kb 5 3
• 1075
•73
•t J 104

such a case, Nathan said, counseling might be the best sentence.
Hehl said he plans to review the
proceedings to make sure they
don't conflict with a defendant's
right not to incriminate himself or
herself.
Ms. Williamson said attorneys
for both the Supreme Court and the
Justice Cabinet reviewed the program and approved it because defen-

personal impact, he said.
Willenborg, who has helped train
the first Teen Court participants,
said he is confident the young jurors are able to judge their peers
fairly.
"They're very much in touch
with the problems of their own age
group," Ms. Williamson said.
Statistics from other states show
that teens are harsher than juvenile
judges. But Nathan Gifford, 14, of
Dayton. who hopes to prosecute
cases in Teen Court, said some
situations — such as sentencing
someone who repeatedly runs away
from home — could be difficult.
"There might be a certain reason
they're running away," he said. In

th€

Murray Ledger & Times
To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:

NORTHWOOD STORAGE
HAS EXPANDED

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.

"how Available 36 Unit
With Electricity and Ventilation)
3 Sizes To Choose From:
10'x20'
10'x12'
6'x20'
1308 Hillwood Dr.

Cl All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.
All other subscribers $64.50 per year.
Name
Address
State
City
Phone (

Zip

753-2905

(Behind Joe Smith Carpet)

17-

1991 Chevrolet Cavalier RS
Auto Cope

'1I

aL
lawavr-,04- 1,::471)

11

Twin Size

1990 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
1990 Ford Taurus

7,996'

1 Owner, New Car Trade

16,896"

1989 Ford Escort LX Coupe
1989 Chevrolet Cavalier Coupe

4,9684,468

Full power, 1 owner

1987 Dodge Daytona Sports Coupe
V-6 overdrive transmission

1989 Chevrolet Suburban
39,000 miles

1988 GMC C1500 44
New truck trade

TWIN SIZE
2 PC. MATTRESS SET

$79

Was $209

FULL SIZE
2 PC. MATTRESS SET

Complete with
headboard, frame, liner,
heater, mattress, deck
and pedestal

Double-Tier Bookcase
Waterbed w/Mirror

5 Board
Waterbed

Was $249110

'199

Only

Only s299

QUEEN SIZE
2 PC, MATTRESS SET

Was $299

130

WHITE & BRASS
DAY BED

$9
.

EXTRA FIRM
2 PC. QUILTED
MATTRESS SET

Frame Only
Supreme
Day Bed Frame

with 5 yr. warranty

Brass Headboard
110 al

1441

10#

$99

All Famous Surplus
Was $249

FULL SIZE
2 PC. MATTRESS SET

1987 Oldsmobile Cierra

WATERBEDS

with 1 yr. warranty

TWIN SIZE
2 PC, MATTRESS SET

52,000 miles

1990 Dodge D150 LE

FIRM 2 PC.
MATTRESS SET

$8,86329

1988 Oldsmobile 98 Regency Brougham
1988 Dodge Diplomat

Ea. Pe.

ON FAMOUS NAME SEWING

4,926'

Automatic

99
299

•

r-.0.1.411:411

SAVE OVER ONE-HALF

$4,26489

5 Speed

5 speed

Queen Size

Ea. Pc.

•••

8,847"

1 Owner

39.000 miles

'
r.!4•4-14

•

8,988"

Loaded, 36,000 miles

1990 Cadillac Sedan Deville

Full Size
WIN411304.4,

'j
'

Sealy Health-flex

ap•-.1:1„.1
piatMI

/

TRUCKLOAD
, BEDDING SALE

'5,983"

1990 Mercury Sable GS

.. •

_ 1
,10/11

WallMilladaM2-114
•!./J
.:Iiiat
4

USED CAR
CLEARANCE

dants would testify only after guilt
was determined.
Willenborg wants to make sure
that the tea lawyers and jurors
keep confidential the facts and
crimes they learn. Juvenile court
proceedings are closed to the public. Ms. Williamson said the teens
would take an oath of confidentiality and would be kicked out of the
program if they broke it.

BEDROOM

SUITES

Was $329

0 OFF

Up To 50V

*59

avold

ROOM-SIZE BUGS
SUPER FIRM
6x9
LUXURY QUILTED
9x12
PC. MATTRESS SET

$99

$3,79268

with 10 yr. warranty

$8,998"
'13,64913

FULL SIZE
2 PC. MATTRESS SET

Was $489

QUEEN SIZE
2 PC. MATTRESS SET

Was

59

199
299

3x5 Fringed Rugs
$11A99
Only •—•

PIP
\

4

$8,288'

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company"

...PEPPERS•

CHEVROLET
Gea

Opr:
Mon -Sw
9-C)

VISA

600 Tyson Ave • Hwy 795 • Pelle, TN Icir viTti
612-3900 • 1-900-325-3229

Hwy. 641 North, Murray
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